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1. Introduction 
The past three decades have witnessed revoJutionary advances in Hittite studies， 
more than haJf a century a会erthe decipherment of that fascinating Janguage by Bearich 
Hrozny. These advances have， first of aJl， taken pJace in Hittite cuneiform 
paJeography， that is， the periodization of texts into Old， Middle and Neo-Hittite 
compositions， either written on original tablets， or preserved in Jater copies. No one 
doubts the importance of phiJoJogical works in Jinguistic science， and， infact， the recent 
notable development of Hittite historical grammar and its contributions to 
Indo-European comparative linguistics are predictable consequences of painstaking 
efforts to determine the reJative chronoJogy of manuscripts2• The dating of Hittite 
manuscripts 0百ersa basis for two se予arategoals; first， toclari今治einner-Hittite history 
of grammatical categories， and second， to revise the grammar of reconstructed 
Proto・Indo-Europeanin the light ofthe oldest attested stage ofHittite. 
1 This study is an expanded version of my lecture delivered at the Ford Foundation Workshop on 
Indo-European Historical Linguistics and Poetics (Harvard University‘March 1999). I am grateful 
to participants of lhat workshop for a number of useful comments and suggestions. Some of the 
ideas in this work were earlier presented at 11. Internationaler Kongress詣rHethitologie (Corum， 
September 1996) and the Ninth Annual UCLA Indo・EuropeanConference (UCLA， May 1997). 
2 On general problems in establishing the relative chronology of manuscripts， see 
Heinhold-Krahmer et al. ( ] 979). 
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Hittite handbooks written over a generation ago paid litle attention to the fact 
出atHi託itehas its own inner history extending over almost half a millennium. Without 
distinguishing between the successive synchronic stages of the language， any analysis 
of Hittite phonology， morphology and syntax would be misleading. A standard 
handbook by J. Friedrich (1960)， for example， often gives more than one form for a 
specific position in verbal and nominal paradigms. The juxtaposition of several forms 
creates the impression that they are in free variation. Our knowledge of the relative 
chronology of Hittite texts is now far more advanced. The result is that what was 
earIier seen as unpredictable fluctuation in orthographic， morphological and syntactic 
usage is in fact largely attributable to the differing ages of the texts. We are now in a 
position to construct a real historical grammar of Hittite. It would be no exaggeration 
to say that the grammar of the language must be entirely rewritten in the future. 
It is indispensable for comparative studies to determine the earliest attested 
grammatical features of each language， on which basis the proto-Ianguage is 
reconstructed， and to provide a historical explanation for the changes from the 
hypothetical proto-languages to the attested daughter languages without causing a 
serious conflict with the subsequent history of each language. The development of 
Hittite philology plays an important role in this respect as well， because without it the 
grammar of Old Hittite cannotちeestablished at all. A number of systematic works of 
Indo-European implications have appeared in recent years which reflect recent advances 
in textual chronology~. Although their subjects vary among phonology， morphology 
and syntax， the methods followed in these works are basically the same: they 
distinguish Old， Middle and Neo・Hittitemanuscripts and seek to provide an explanation 
for grammatical phenomena established for the earliest chronological stage of Hittite in 
an Indo-European context. 
It has been known since the earliest days of Hittitology that Hittite was not the 
3 Representative studies ofthis kind have been reviewed in Yoshida (1990: 4). 
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only Indo-European language of ancient Anatolia. Despite the long recognition of an 
Anatolian family， there has been litle work on reconstructing the features of 
Proto・Anatolian，whether in phonology or mor予hology. Scholars have generally 
treated Proto・Anatolianas a sort of backward extension of Hittite， abstracting a number 
of Hittite innovations from the features of Old Hittite and cal1ing what was left 
Proto・Anatolian. The main reason for this state is evident: our knowledge of the minor 
Anatolian languages was so limited for many years that these languages seemed of litle 
use for historical reconstruction. However， a number of brea主throughshave drastically 
changed the situation， and we are now in a position to see a real comparative grammar 
of Anatolian. Languages that were litle more than names a quarter-century ago now 
have more unearthed documents， and in some cases edited texts， grammars and 
dictionaries: Cuneiform Luvian， Hieroglyphic Luvian， Lycian， Palaic， Lydian， etc. 
The予resentinvestigation takes ful advantage of the aちovementioned recent 
achievements in Hittite and Anatolian studies. Below we will be concemed wit註the
phenomenon of so-called assibilation and an effort will also be made to elucidate a host 
of related phonological and morphological problems that have never been treated in a 
satisfactory manner. 
11. Assibilation of *d before *i 
There is no positive evidence that Hittite scribes employed the signs including 
voiced and voiceless stops in a contrastive manner to distinguish between voiced and 
voiceless values; e.g.， iーかga-an~ i-ιkan“yoke"， e-es-du -e-es-tu“let him be". On 
the other hand， they probably made consistent use of orthographic single and double 
sto予sin intervocalic position to indicate lax and tense (or short and long) qualities， 
respectively. From a historical viewpoint single stops continue Proto-Anato1ian voiced 
sto予sand douhle stops Proto・Anatolianvoiceless stops; e.g.，ふi-ta-a-ar“water(plural)" 
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< *1Jed-or vs. lu-uk-KI-IZ-z14 “he lights"く *IOl}k-eye-ti今 u-e-ku-unIwをkunJ(< PA *l}eg-
< PIE *l}ek-)“1 asked" vs. u-e-IK-kan-zi Iwekkantsil (< PIE辛子ek-)"they asピ5 The 
contrast between single and double spellings is generalJy 0もservedin the case of 
laryngeals， fricatives and sonorants as well6. An immediate弓uestionぬるeraised at 
this point is whether the same contrast is found between intervocalic single -z-and 
double _ZZ_7. In this section 1 will discuss this problem by analyzing the distribution of 
3 sg. present active endings of mi-conjugation， -Vzzi and ーたi.
To begin with， 1 would like to call general attention to a situation in the 
Neo-Hittite bronze tablet8， where the following relevant forms are attested. 
(1) i-ja-zi“makes" I 18， 11 5， 118，空会ak-si-ja-zi“islacking" 1 74 
(2) ti-IT-ta-nu-zi“places" 1 39， 140， l}a-ab-nu-zi“turns" II 59， II 75司 IV
20， te-IP-nu-zi“beli口les"11 72， IV 18 
(3) la-ab-bi-ia-IZ-zi "makes a campaign" 1 62， II 40， u-IZ-zi "comes" I 3、
pa-IZ-zi“goes" I 5今 I 15， 11 55， ma-la-a-IZ-zi "'approves" I 90， 
ma-la-IZ-zi I 92， ta-par-R1-ja-IZ-zi "'determines" 11. 94， 11 73句
ba-an-ti-ja-IZ-zi“aπanges" 11 62 
In (1) forms with the sequence -azi are listedラin(2) forms with the sequence -uzi， and in 
(3) forms with the sequence -IZ-zi. Note that the forms wIth -azi and -uzi are al 
4 Ambiguous Ce/i and e/iC signs arc transcribcd in capitals to achicve a measurc of objectivity. 
5 As for Icnition rules which opcrated after accented long vowels and between unaccented vowels at 
a Proto・Anatolianstage， see Eichncr (1973: 53ff.) and Morpurgo Davies (1982/83: 245ff.). 
6 See cspecially Melchert (1994: 21f.よ
7 Mclchert (1994: 23) states that "On the other hand， there is no contrast between intervocalic -z-
and -z-." 
8 Cf. Otten (1988). 
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characterized by single -2-in the ending， whereas the -IZ-zi forms with an ambiguous 1Z 
sign in (3) have double -Z2-without exception. The distribution of -z-and -2Z-here 
will be most naturally explained by the so-cal1ed“simplified s戸llingsぺ Sincethe 
cuneiform signs az and U2 are relatively complicated， Hittite scribes must have spelled 
the ending without az or uz sign. In the case of -IZ-zi，主owever，they had no 
motivation for omitting IZ because IZ is a very simple three-stroke sign9• 
The situation is quite different in Old Hittite texts， where unomitted spel1ings 
-az-zi and -uz-zi with double・2 ・arealso used. In table (4) below are summarized 
frequencies of the final sequences of 3 sg. present active mi-verbs of vocalic stem which 
are attested in a representative sam予leof Old Hittite textslO; they are cIassified by 
datesl. 
9 The same observation was earlier made by Cowgill apud Melchert (1994: 23). Cowgill 
considered that the sequence -/Z-zi was regular in every case， which， however， iscounter to facts， as
we wi 1see be¥ow. 
10 The texts examined are CTH (= Emmanuel Laroche's Catalogue des textes hittites (1971)， Paris: 
Klincksiedふandits supplement in Revue hitite et asianique 30 (1972)) 1， 3， 8今9，15，25，272，291， 
292. 336ラ416，536‘538‘539，540，627.631‘645‘649，654，662，663，665，669，670，733，744，750， 
752 and several uncata¥ogued texts. Appendix A inc¥udes a representative sample of Old Hittite 
verbs in姐!とごiand -J"zi listed under the CTH number and in appendix B these ver七alforms are 
classified by stem. 
1I In assembling a corpus of Hittite documents‘the distinction between “texC and "manuscripC is 
of crucial importance. By "texts" we mean unitary compositions and by "manuscri戸s.，specific 
tablets on which texts are written. In the following discussion 1 will distinguish eight kinds of 
manuscripts different from each other in date and nature: 
OH = O¥d Hittite texts in Old Hittite original manuscripts 
OH+ = Old Hittite texts in Middle Hittite copies 
OH++ = Old Hittite texts in Neo-Hittite copies 
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The aちovetable shows that in Old Hittite original manuscripts fully spelIed endings 
-azzi and -uzzi are much more common than simplified endings; there are 6 occurrences 
of -azzi in contrast to none of -azi (ja-az-zi“does" KUB XXXVI 108 Vs. 12， 
P I-ia-na-az-zi“rewards" KBo XXII 1 Vs. 28， [t]a-a-ia-az-zi“steals" KUB XXIX 28， 
12，βa-jJa-az-zi KUB XXIX 28， 5， sU-l}aイa-α'z-zi"pushes" KUB XXIX 28， 9， 
bu-ul-la-az-zi“destroys" KUB XXXVII 223 Vs. 4) and 14 occurrences of -uzzi in 
contrast to 3 occurrences of -uzi (ar-nu-uz-zi "brings" KBo VI 2 1 2， KBo VI 2 1 6， KBo 
VI 2 1 38， par-ku-nu-uz-zi“purifies" KBo VI 2 134， KBo VI 2 II 33， KBo VI 2 II 35， 
KUB XXIX 16111 7， KUB XXIX 16 11 9， KUB XXIX 16111 12，pit-ti-nu-uz-zi“causes 
to run" KBo VI 2 I10， [-u]z-zi KUB XXIX 25， 912， [l}a]-ab-nu-u[z-zi]“tums" KBo 
XVII 3 I 3， za・nu-uz-zi“cooks"KBo XXV 106、7，za-nu-u[z-zi] KBo XVH 29 I 3; 
OH - = Old Hittite texts in manuscripts of indeterminate date 
説H= Middle Hittite texts in Middle Hittite original manuscripts 
MH+ = Middle Hittite texts in Neo・Hittitecopies 
MH - = Middle Hittite texts in manuscripts of indeterminate date 
NH =Neo・Hittitetexts. 
Within the Neo・Hittitecategory. Neo・Hittitehistorical texts are the most reliable sources for 
establishing the features ofNeo・Hittitegrammar. because the mention of specific persons and events 
guarantees their recent date of composition. 
12τhis broken form is written as ti-fT-ta-nu-uz-ごi"places引 ina later copy (KBo VI 14 I 12 OH++). 
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ar-nu-zi KBo VI 2 IV 5， is-par-nu-ziI3 “strews" KBo XX 10 1 12， KBo XX 10 I 9). 
The general tendency is that the simplified spel1ings -azi and -uzi are rare in Old Hittite 
originals， but outnumber the unomitted spellings in later copies. The preference for 
simplified spellings in later Hittite is bome out by 白efol1owing cases in (5)， where 
forms with double・.zz・inOld Hittite original manuscripts have changed into forms with 
single -z-in their corresponding later duがicates.
(5) ar-nu-uz-zi KBo VI 2 1 2 (OH)→ ar-nu-zi KBo VI 3 1 9 (OH+) 
ar-nu-uz-zi KBo VI 2 138 (OH)→ ar-nu-zi KBo VI 3 147 (OH+) 
par-ku-nu-uz-zi KBo VI 2 II 33 (OH) = par-ku・nu・uz-ziKUB XXIX 16 
II 7 (OH)→ par-ku-nu-zi KBo VI 3 II 37 (OH+) = par-ku-nu-zi KUB 
XXIX 17，4 (OH一)
par-ku-nu-uz-zi KBo VI 2 11 35 (OH) = par-ku-nu-uz-zi KUB XXIX 16 
11 9 (OH)→ par-ku-nu-zi KBo VI 3 11 40 (OH+) 
p 正4釘t台かr-k知u-nu-→u沼4ι'z-ziKUB XXI政Xl凶6II註11ロ2(ρOH町〉 → paケr-ゐ.kU-l→nuη'lUル4←-ziKB勘oV羽13 
11143 (OH+) 
In (5) arnuzzi with double -zz-attested in an Old Hittite original has been transformed 
into arnuzi with single -z・ina later version， and parkunuzzi with double -zz・inOld 
Hittite originals into parkunuzi with single ・z-in their later versions14• The forms with 
-uzi in later copies are cJearly innovations. So far 1 have discussed the sequences of 
-a(z)zi and -u(z)zi， and argued出atthe aItemation between singIe -z-and double -zz-is 
13 As we wil see Jater， ar-nu-zI and is-par-nu-zi can be interpreted differently， not as reflecting a 
simplified spelling. 
14 There is onJy one case where -uZI in an OJd Hitite original has been changed into -uzi in its later 
copy: ar-nu-zi KBo VI 2 IV 5 (OH)→ ar-nu-uz-zi KBo VI 3 11 77 (OH+). Jt can， however， be 
taken as an exceptionaJ case. 
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proちablyof no linguistic contrast， but due to simplified spellings. 
Next， 1 will proceed to the sequence -lzi. As 1 have already mentioned， lZ Is 
a very simple sign composed of three strokes. Accordingly there seems to be no 
motivation for the simplified spelling in the case of the -lZ-ZI se司uence. However， 
there are 1 examples of -izi or -ezi with single -z-in the table (4)~ 7 are attested in Old 
Hittite originals， 1 in a Middle Hittite copy of an Old Hittite text， and 3 in an Old Hittite 
text in a manuscript of indeterminate date. These 1 examples are listed below in (6). 
(6) u-e-mi-zi“finds" KBo VI 2 IV 12 (OH)→ [u]・e-mi-ja-ziKBo VI 3 IV 6 
(OH+) 
i-e-zi“does" KBo VI 2 1 60 (OH) 
Pl-bz炉t←-1伝e-zi
zi骨-i的n-ni-zρl“fin剖ishes"KBo XX 101 5 (OH) 
du-，:!a-ar-ni-zi“breaks" KBo VI 3 11 70 (OH+) 
na-ak-Kl-e-ZI“is important" KBo XIII 13 Vs. 14 (OH-) 
[n] a-ak-ku-us-s i-e-zi“T' KBo XII 13 Vs. 6 (OH-) 
na-ak-ku-us-si-e-zi“?" KBo XII 13 Vs. 13 (OH-) 
ak-ku-us-Kl-zi "drinks repeatedly" KBo XVII 1 IV 7 (OH) 
→ [ak-ku-us・]Kl-IZ-zIKBo XVI 74 IV 34 (OHサ
[b] u-la-a-LJ.・e-z[i]"winds around" KBo XXV 100 Rs. 3 (OH) 
P l-is-Kl-z[i]“gives repeatedly‘今 KUBXLIII 30 II 20 (OH) 
Among these 1 examples u-e-mi-zi attested in an Old Hittite original 
manuscript is copied as [u]-e-miイルziwith a new thematic vowel -a-in Its OH+ 
duplicatel5 and its usual Old Hittite form is u・e-mi-1Z-ziKBo VI 2 11 58， etc. (OH) 
日 Thechronological distribution betweenイがja-and -i(e)-in歩-je/o-verbs is well known. Old 
Hitite -i(e)情 isgradually rep)aced b子-(i)ja・ata later stage; cf. Carruba (196る:79江).Watkins (1969: 
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with double -zZ-. i-e-zi is also attested in an 01d Hittite original manuscript. In 01d 
Hittite originals it is usually spelled i-lZ-zi KBo VI 2 151， etc. (OH) or i・e-lZ-ziKUB 
XXIX 29 Vs. 10 (OH) with douちle-zz-and its later Hittite form is i-ja-zi or-i-ja-az-zi 
with ・a・beforethe ending. PI-bu-te-zi with single -z-is again attested in an Old Hittite 
original， although its usual 01d Hittite form is P I-(e)-bu-te-IZ-zi KBo XX 10 1 10， etc. 
(OH) with double -z-; -zz-is also regular in Neo・Hittiteforms of this verち16 A 
similar case is presented by zi-in-ni-zβy (OH)， which is characterized by single ・z-but 
the later forms of which show double -zz- (zi-in-ni-IZ-zi and zi-en-ni-IZ-zi). 
dU-lja-ar-ni-zi (OH+) listed in (6) shows single -Z-， though forms with -zz-are also 
attested in Old Hittite texts (tu-lja-a[r-n]i-IZ-zi KBoVI 3 1 29 OH+， dU-lja-ar-ni-IZ-zi 
KBo VI 4 1 27， etc. OH++) as well as a modemized form with a thematic vowel -a-
(tu-野a-ar-na-ziKBo VI 3 1 31OH+); in Neo-Hittite texts forms with -zz-are regularl7 • 
There is also na-ak-Kl-e-zi (OH-) with single -Z-， which Riemschneider 
interprets as a simple scribal error for na-ak-K1・e_es_ziI8，a denominative mi-verb 
characterized by the suffix -es-; c王marses-“becomefalse". Watkins has， however， 
convincingly shown that na-ak-K1-e-zi is not a scribal error， but inherits an important 
Proto・Indo・Europeanfeature of denominative stative su缶x*イー (<*_eh;_)19. We must 
note at this予ointthat this na-ak-Kl-e-ZI KBo XIII 13 Vs. 14 is written at the end ofthe 
line unlike the preceding 5 examples， none ofwhich are recorded at the line final. It is 
therefore守uiteconceivable that in this case a scribe omitted the sign IZ due to the space 
limitation (na-ak-KJ.・e-IZ-zi→ na-ak-KI-e-zi). The following 2 examples in (6)， 
70f.) and Oettinger (1979: 25f.)， among others. 
16 Cf. Oettinger (1979: 37). 
17 Cf. Oettinger (1979: 308). 
18 Riemschneider (1970: 60). Beside na-ak-K/-e-zI the same manuscript has na-ak-K/-es-zI KBo 
XIII 13 Rs. 11. 
19 C仁Watkins(1973: 51 f王).
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[nJ a-ak-ku-us・si-e-ziand na-ak-ku-us-si-e-:::i of the same verb nakkussija-“?"， are 
attested in the same manuscript as na-ak-K!ーやziand ちothare also written at the end of 
the line， even the marginちeingutilized 20. The same situation is 0ちservedin 
ak-ku-us-Kl-zi recorded at the end of KBo XVII 1 IV 7 (OH)， which is duplicated as 
[ak-ku-us-]K1-1Z-zi KBo XVII 74 IV 34 (OH+) with double -ごz-in a later copy何otat 
the line final!). Although the aちove4 examples‘na-ak-K1-e-zi， [n]a-ak-ku-us-si-e-ziラ
na-ak-ku-us-si-e-zi and ak-ku-u.5-K1-zi are marked by -zi with single -Z-， the motivation 
for -z-may be purely graphic due to space limitation rather than linguistic. 
In the case of the last 2 examples in (6)， [b]u-la-a-Ll-e-z[i} and P1-is-K1-zρu 
attested in fragments of Old Hittite original manuscriptsラthefinal signs are transcribed 
as zρU in both casesむyhieU2l，ちutthey cannotちeabsolutely guaranteed because large 
parts of the signs are bro主en. They might read 1[Z] instead of ::[i}; in this case we 
would have 1[Z-zi} with double -zz・ Inany event it would be safe to exclude these 
unassured examples from our following analysis. 
The preceding discussions have shown that the historical distribution of verbs 
with the sequences -izil-ezI is uni号ue. They are overwhelmingly rare comparεd with 
forms with -1Z-zi; only a small number of Old Hittite forms are characterized by single 
-z-. Limiting our analysis to the first 5 examples in (6)， Uィ-mI-zi(OH)， I-e-zI (OH)， 
PJ-bu-te-zI (OH)， zI-in・ni-z[i}(OH) and duずa-ar-nI-zi(OH+)， where motivation for 
single -z-cannot be other than linguistic， they are al recorded in old manuscri戸s(4 in 
OH and 1 in OH+). Even within Old Hittite original manuscripts， these examples 
coexist with their corresponding -1Z-zi forms (e.g.， u-e-mi-1Z-zi弓 i-e-1Z-ziand 
P1-bu-te-1Z-zi shown above). As for the situation in later Hittite， on the other hand， a 
comparison between OH originals and their later duplicates shows that forms in -1Z-zi 
~O This manuscript has an additional example of -ZI with single -zヘ/・・…/ィ-ziKBo XII 13 Vs. 19. 
Although the stem part of this verb is broken， it is interesting that it is again written at the line end. 
21 Neu(1980)‘p. 176 and p. 78‘respectively・
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or modemized forms in -a(z)zi with -a・(e.g.，[u]-e-mi-ia-zi OH+， tu-ya-ar-na-zi OH+ 
5hown aちove)are predominant. An obvious inference to be drawn from these facts is 
that these 5 verbs in -Izi/-ezi preserve a remarkable archaic feature that was almost 105t 
in Hittite. 
So far our primary discussions have been purelyちasedon inner-Hittite data. 
We will now analyze the above 5 verbs ofremarkaちleantiquity in a context ofhistorical 
and comparative grammar. First of al， uィ-mI-zigoes back to *au・emイe-tIwith an 
unaccented suffix *_ie_22 • Accent on the root is assured because accented short *e is 
written e (with lengthening) in this environmenr23. Accordingly， * tof the ending *・ti
got lenited to *d between unaccented vowels by the second lenition rule proposed by 
Eichner24.Next，i・e-zIand P I-bu-te-zi belong to the root class and their proto-forms 
are *iehj-ti (c王Greektlf.lt < *ji-iehj-mi“1 set in motion"， Latin ieci‘主ethrew") and 
*φの-h2(e)u-dhehl-ti25，respectively. In both cases *e was lengthened by the loss of a 
laryngeal at a Proto-Anatolian stage， so that their proto・formscame to have an accented 
long vowel before the ending26. Consequently Eichner's first lenition rule27 which also 
operated in Proto-Anatolian changed the ending *-ti into 久di. As for zi-In-nI-zρij， 
Oettinger (1979: 152) has derived it合om勺inehJ-tIor *sinehj-ti (nasal-infix present). 
The double -nn-of zi-In-nI-zβij is secondariJy introduced from the plural zinnanzi (< 
2 As for the reconstructed preverb寧au・， compare Hitite u-e-IZ-zi "he comes" KBo XVII 1 II 13 
(OH) with Cuneiform Luvian a-u-i-ti (< *au-hjei-ti). The root is equated with Latin emo“1 take". 
23 Cf. Me1chert (1994: 13f.). 
24Eicimer(i973:10088L 
25 For this proto・formand problems pertaining to its reconstruction， see Me1chert (1994: 133托)
26 Me1chert (1994: 56) represents this long vowel as */a:1 (< *ehj). Its outcome in a Luvian group 
of languages is /叫:)/(e.g.‘Lycian tadi“puts" <牢dehrti)，whereas it appears asマinHitite. 
27 Eichner (1973: 79f.). 
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キtinh}-entior *sinh}-enti with assimilation of *nhf)28. Here again， we have an 
independent reason to posit たdiincluding傘dlenited after an accented long vowel as an 
ending of its preform. The last example du-野α-ar-ni-ziis probably best explained as a 
denominative with an unaccented suffix *dhl}erne-je-ti influenced by causatives in 
キ_eje_29，which would lead to a form in *-di because *-ti is戸ecededby an unaccented 
vowel. 
It has now been shown that the verbs analyzed in the aちoveparagraph al go 
back to Proto・Anatolianforms characterized by an ending with voiced 寧d. The 
historical connection between these Old Hittite verbs in -izil-ezi with single -z-and their 
pre-forms in *-di is too striking to be accidental. It should be noted that there are no 
cases in Old Hittite where single -z-is used for the expected unlenited ending. It is not 
di伍cultto see the significance of this fact. From an earlier stage of Hittite studies it is 
wel1 known that勺becamean affricate *臼 before*1 and 行 inits prehistory; e.g.， Hittite 
5αrazzija-“up予er"and Lycian hrzze/i "'id." (< * -tjo-)， Hittite zig“you" and Palaic ti (< 
* ti)"'idア What1 would like to propose here is that *-di also underwent assibilation 
at a pre-Hittite stage. Original1y今 the ending -izzi with double -zz- reflects 
Proto-Anatolian *-ti and -izi!ィziwith single -z-reflects Proto・Anatolian*-di， just as 
geminated stops reflect Proto-Anatolian voiceless stops and single stops reflect 
Proto-Anatolian voiced stops. Although Hittite largely leveled out the different 
outcomes ofthis rule in favor ofthat with an unlenited quality， the five Old Hittite verbs 
cited above preserve an archaic state， resisting the generalization of -Izzi with double 
28 Melchert (1994: 80). 
29 This suggestion is due to Craig Melchert (personal communication). Why the preform cannot be 
*dhlj[-ne-h，-ti nor *dhlJorno-ti is shown by Melchert (1984: 36f.). The preform *dhljern-e-ti is 
equally impossible because there is virtually no simple thematic verb in Anatolian; cf. Lehrman 
(1985). As for the i-vocalism of dUljarni-‘see Melchert () 994: 117). 
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There are also a smaIl numちerof verbs in -izi人ezilーlziwith single -z勾 inlater 
Hittite texts according to my cursory survey. They are listed below in (7). 
(7) i-e-zi KBo V 3 II30 (NH) 
me-mi-is-Kl-zi“speaks repeatedly" KUB XXI 14， 4 (NH) 
ba-an-te-es-Kl-zi“百xesrepeatedly" KUB XIV 1 Vs. 81 (MH) 
ba-at-RI-es-Kl-zi“writes repeatedly" KUB XIV 1 Rs. 25 (MH) 
ti-I・e-zi“steps"KUB 1 13 1 46 (恥1H-)， KBo II 2 Rs. 16 (MH+) 
tu-u-RI-e-zi“詰amesses"KBo 11 5 IV 28 (MH -) 
tu-u-RI-zi KUB 1 11 1 1 (MH -) 
Among these examples， ti-i-e-zi， tu-u-Rl-e-zi and tu-u-RI-zi are written at the end of the 
30 The 3 examples in -uzi recorded in Old Hittite original manuscripts (cf. the table in (4))， ar-nu-zi 
and is-par-nu-zi (2x). which we earlier took as reflecting a simplified spellinιcan now be gi ven a 
different treatment as mentioned in footnote 13. -uzi in these verbs can be direct1y derived from 
本-di:αrnuZI< 久di<本-nlI-II< *ht[-neu-ti and isparnuzi < *-di < *-nlI-ti < *sp[-neu-ti. It should be 
noted that the original ablaut pattern is preserved in other Hittite verbs of nasal infix class (e.g.‘ 
barnikzi宅 barninkanzi"destroy" < *h][neg・li. ぢl][ng-enti‘ burnezzi，llUrnanzi ・'sprinkle" < 
*h]ヲ[nehrti二*h2l}[nhrenti). Accordingly. the constant form・nu-is not due to leveling of the 
zero-grade aftix of the plural‘but inherits *-neu-(> -nlI-); cf. l}a-ab-nu-u-mi KBo XVII 1 I18 (Old 
Hittite original manuscript) with scriptio plena in the affix. If this interpretation is correct， itwill 
lead to a strong claim that there are no examples of the simplified spelling observed in Old Hittite 
original manuscripts in the case of the 3 sg. pressent ending of mi-verbs. SimilarJy， na-ak-KI-e-ごi
(OH-). which we excluded from our analysis because the single -z-in it may be due to the space 
limitation今 canbe a linear descendant of *nok-ehrti (> *-di). Needless to saト however司 whether
thc sequence -J'zi inthe final case shows linguistic significance or not cannot be determined. 
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line. Because earlier Hittite has forms in -1Z-ごiof the same verbs (c王tI-1Z-ZIKBo VI 
2 I61 OH， ti-i-e-1Z-[z]i KUB XXIX 30 I 19今 etc.OH弓 tu・u-R1-1Z-ziIくBoVI 3 11 73 
OH+)， scribes proむablyomitted the 1Z sign due to space limitations.τhe lack of 1Z in 
these forms is， therefore， not taken as linguistically relevant. As for i-e-zi， .the first 
example of (7)， we have already shown 出atit goes back to久di(< *iehrti). In the 
case of me-mi-is-Kl-zi， the accent must have been on the reduplicated syllableラjudging
from an Old Hittite 2 sg. imperative form me-e-miーが-K1KBo XVII 3 11 5， etc. which 
shows a plene -e-in the reduplicated syllable. Accordingly the Proto-Anatolian fonn 
of me-mi-is-K1-zi must have ended in *-di. ha-an-te-es-K1-zi and ha-at-R1-es-K1-zi are 
iterative verbs created from bantai-and batrai-， respectively. Craig Melchert orally 
suggested to me 出atthe reason for omission of 1Z in these fonns is that they are 
relatively long words. An altemative explanation is also possible. Beside 
ba-an-te-es-K1-zi，争a-an-da-a-is-qa-miKBo XVII 32 Vs. 10 and ba-an-ta-is-kir KUB 
XXIII 59 1 5 are， in fact句 attested. Because the diphthong本aiis maintainedもefore
coronal continuants31 (e.g.， a-ra-is“he raised円 KBo11 22 V s.12 OH)， the reduction of 
ai to e in ba-an-te-es-K1-zi and ba-at-R1-es-K1-zi is irregular and undoubtedly 
secondary: a change that by no means goεs back to Proto-Anatolian. It is therefore 
possible to assume that the original accent was before the suffix when a lenition rule 
operated and then the reduction of ai occurred (*-ai-ske-ti > 九ai-s正e-di> -es-K1-.ごi)32.
In any event the single -z-of -Vzi 0ちservedin the examples of (7) is motivated 
linguistical1y or non-linguistically. As far as 1 have surveyed， there are no cases in 
later Hittite texts nor in Old Hittite texts where single -z-is employed for the expected 
unlenited ending. 
At this point， 1 would like to summarize the discussionsもy showing 
31 C仁Melchert(1994: 148). 
32 Notice that there is no plene -e-before the ending -zi while ba-an-da-a-is-qa-mi with an 
unreduced diphthong has plene -a-in the root. 
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derivationaJ history of the 3 sg. present active ending together with that of the 3 sg. 
present middJe ending in (8). 
(8) Prehistory of the Hittite Verbal Endings in Question 
3 sg. present active 3 sg. present middle 
Proto・Anatolian 本-Cti.*-Vti ， *二Vti，*-Vti *-Cto，ネー η。*'ー η0，*-Vto 
lenition rules ネーti *-di *-10 *-do 
assibilation *-Isi *-dzi 
analogical leveling一一 *-Isi ~ *-dzi キー10
shift to tense/lax *-ttsi *-ttsi ~傘-Isi *-tto *-tto 
Hittite /-tsi/ /-tsi/ ~ /-Isi/ /-tta/ /-tta/ 
In the case ofthe active ending *ィiprecededちya consonant or an accented short voweJ， 
it did not undergo the lenition rules and *1 appeared as a voiceless a百ricate*Is a長eran 
assibilation rule applied before *i33 On the other hand雪 theProto・Anatolianactive 
ending *-liちetweenunaccented vowels or immediately preceded by an accented long 
vowel became lenited *_di34， and then *d became a voiced affrICate *dz as a result of 
assibilation. The ending *-dzi thus created， which has a voiced affricate， was， however， 
later replaced to a large extent by the COlγesponding ending *-Isi wIth a voiceless 
33 Of course， it is dificult to determine when the voicelss/voiced contrast shifted to the tense/lax 
contrast. It did弓 however，take place at a pre-Hittite stage at latest. In table (8)， 1 have placed the 
shift to tense/lax immediately before the Hitite historical period only for convenience' sake. 
Likewiseラthedate of merger of *0 and牢αisirrelevant to our present concem. 
34 Phonological outcomes of the lenition rules are evidently observed in the Luvian languages; e.g円
Cuneiform Luvian a-ti "makesヘHieroglyphicLuvian a-a+rali， a・ia-ti-i，Lycian adi， edi (く本iehrti)，
Cuneiform Luvian du-u-pi-ti "strikesぺHierogly予hicLuvian tu-pi-ri十人 tu-pi-ti，Lycian tubidi (< 
*二.je-ti).
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atl合icate35 • A similar analogical leveling is observed in the middle as well. At a 
Proto・Anatolianstage， unlenited *-10 and lenited *-do coexisted after the lenition rules 
operated. Later， however， the unlenited久towas generalized in Hittite36. Compare， 
for example， Hittite kitta(rり“lies"having double -t-with Palaic Kl-i-ta-ar having 
single -t-; they both goちackto Proto-Anatolian *kei-do-r with voiced *d (c王Sanskrit
sele， Gree示問ILat，etc.). While the lenited middle ending *-do was ousted by the 
unlenited *-10， a small number of active forms such as u-e-mi-zi with single -z-
discussed above resisted the analogical leveling. It is inescapable to conclude that 
these active verbs preserve a notably archaic feature37. 
As a result of a series of philological and linguistic analyses of the verbal 
ending， we have come to戸oposethat *-di as wel1 as *-ti was subject to assibilation in 
the prehistory of Hittite. Additional evidence in support of this sound change is not 
35τo be exact今 theendings 久tsiand久dごimust have undergone an apocope rule later which is 
evidenced by a vestigial form such as [e-eJs-=a寸s"KUB VI 2 IV 54 (OH). The restoration of final 
-i is no doubt analogical from -mi. -5i， -yeni. -teni. 
36 A survey of the data in two exhaustive studies on Hittite middle verbs‘Neu (1968) and Yoshida 
(1990) shows that 1here are a number of middle forms which have the sequence -J 'ta(ri) or -~ 'ta(ti) 
with single -[-. A great majority ()f them are verbs of a-stem or i.マ-stem. Because the signs AT 
and IT are relatively complicated， their absence in these forms can be attributed to the simplified 
spelling. However弓 thereare 3 occurrences with the sequence -utarI or -utati: ya骨ar-nu-ta-ri
"burns" KじBXIII 25 1 3 (OH++)、KじBXIII 25 1 9 (0計十+)and par-ku-nu-ta-li "puri fied" KBo II 
66 1 9 (OH++トItis not possible to take them as cases of the simplified spelling because UT isa 
very simple three-stroke sign. We should. hu¥vever.雪 notethat these 3 forms are al written at the 
end of the line. Accordingly. the omission of the signιiT is in al probability due 10 space 
limitation. But a possibility that the single -1-in these examples reflects lenited *d cannot be 
unconceivable: e.g・.-nu-taくたnu-do< *-neu-to. 
37 More detailed discussion on the verbs in -t ':I is found in Yoshida (1998a). 
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abundantむecauseregular outcomes of this phonological ru]e can easily be ousted from 
the paradigm by analogical leveling. For example， kardi (< * kord-i) ， dative-locative 
singular of kard-"heart" does not have z. But it canもeconsidered to have recovered d 
under the inf1uence of other case forms (e.g.， ablative singular kartaz) in the same way 
出atdative-Iocative singulars of t-stem nouns represented by anゼαti(<キenhxjot-i)
“performance (dat.-loc. sg.)" are analogical. Another piece of evidence for the 
assibilation of *di is the sequence ma-a-ni-za KBo VI 2 II 7 (Old Hittite original 
manuscript)“when-they (enclitic)ー(reflexive)ヘwherethe single -z-of the reflexive 
partic1e probably ref1ects *-di (< *二oi-ti)with suちsequentassibilation and apocope. 
Compare this with the Old Hittite spelling nu-uz-za“and-(ref1exive)" with double -zz-
(attested in KBo VI 2 1 6， KBo VI 2 1 47， KBo VI 2 I7， KBo VI 2 I32， KBo XXII 2 
Vs. ]2， 13ラ 17，KBo XX 8 1 1)， which is derived directly from *nふti38.
Our conc1usion has a further consequence if we are right in assuming that 
Proto-Anatolian voiced stops as well as voiceless stops got assibilated before * i. 
Unlike *t and *d， Proto-Indo-European voiced aspirate *dh never got assibilated in 
Hittite. The non-assibilation ofネdhちefore*i is supported by the 2 sg. imperative i-IT 
"You go!ヘwhichis e守uatedwith Sanskrit ihi and GreelくrSland therefore goes back to 
Proto・Indo-European*hd-dhi. Consequently， Proto-Indo・European* dand * dhshow 
di百erentoutcomes before *i in Hittite. This will be a piece of evidence for a view that 
Proto・Indo-European*d and *dh had notちeenmerged at the stage of Proto-Anatolian. 
It wouldもehardly surprising that PIE aspirated stops are stil preserved in Hittite whose 
documents were recorded even earlier than Sanskrit and Greek both with aspirated stops 
retained， though its syJlabary borrowed from Mesopotamia inc1udes no signs indicating 
aspirated stops. 
38 The ref1exive久tiis preceded by the accented short vowel because本nuis equated with Sanskrit 
nu. This explains why *-ti escaped the application of lenition rules. The significance of the 
spelling nu-uz-za wilI be discussed in detail in Yoshida (forthcoming c). 
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11. The Hittite Particle -ti: a potential piece of counter-evidence 
In the previous section 1 have shown the evidence that speaks for assibilation 
of *d beforeキiin Hittite. If we are right in assuming that *di as well as *ti got 
assibilated in Hittite， we are confronted with one serious counterexample. It is the 
particle -ti attached to the preterite middle ending， which is read unassibilated [-di] with 
a lenited dental39 because t included in it is always written single in an intervocalic 
position (e.g・，bu-IT-ti-ia-ti "(s)he drew" KBo 11 22畏s.54)40. Accordingly our 
cardinal problem is how the unassibilated middle -ti is reconciled with the sound change 
本di>本dzi.
Previous views on the origin of the particle -ti are divided into two positions. 
One is a view presented long time agoちyPedersen (1938: 108f.) and later by Watkins 
(1969: 78)， which was recently ingeniously structured by Oettinger (1997: 4] 3任).
According to them， -ti is identified with the particle九dhiappearing in the imperative 
(c王Sanskritihi， Greek Uh <キhJI-dhi"You go!‘'). The other view is that -tI originated 
from the Anatolian retlexive *ィI. It was first suggested by Neu (1 968b: 144f1王)and 
later reinforced by Melchert (1992a: 192). 1 basically agree with the latter view 
because the middle voice and the retlexive show a very natural connection from a 
semantlc vlewpomt. 
The historical explanation offered by Melchert is that the Hittite middle -ti is 
39 As was shown in section 2， the phonemic status of the intervocalic single consonants must have 
represented a lax (or short) quality in contrast to a tense (long) one that was typical of the 
intervocalic double consonants. Henceforth， however. 1 wil employ a voiced/voiceless value at the 
phonetic level only for the convenience' sake. 
40 The Hitite 2 sg. present middle in -tati and moreover 1 pl.present middle in -yastati contain the 
same element -ti. But these forms in -ti‘which substituted for those in -ri within inner Hitite 
history‘are al Neo-Hittite innovations (cf. Yoshida 1987). 
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originaHy a reflexive particleたti，which came to be added to medial endings and then 
got lenitedちetweenunaccented vowels at the stage of Common Anatolian41. Although 
his account is attractive， it is not the case that his scenario is impeccable in every respect， 
and in fact a different historical derivation is possible. It should be noted that the 
ti-element attached to the preterite middle is not observed in any Anatolian languages 
other than Hittite. The equation of Hittite 1 sg. preterite middle -!J!Ja!Jat(i) with Lycian 
-Xaga made by Melchert (1992a: 190ff.) is striking in tおatboth show the unlenited first 
consonant and the lenited second consonant. However， the Lycian fonn is 
characterized by final nasalization， not by a dental element. It seems to me much 
simpler to assume that the pl・e-fonnof Lycian axaga“1 became" is牢aX1α'ga，which 
secondarily acquired nasality either by a stilI poorly understood sound change or from 
the corresponding active axa， agtf2， and that Hittite， on the other hand， came to have -ti 
in the preterite middle in its own iotemal history一一 aninnovation not shared by the 
extra-H itite languages 43. 
The reflexive予articlesattested as such in Anatolian languages are 01d Hittite 
-za (originally after consonants in Old Hittite)， -r三(aftervowels )4ラ CuneiformLuvian 
-ti (always written single intervocalically)， Hieroglyphic Luvian -ti altemating with 
rhotacized -ra/i or -ri+i， Lycian -ti and Palaic -ti (always written single intervocalically). 
They are derived from either Proto-Anatolian *-ti or *-di (< *-ti by lenition). In order 
to explain the distribution of lenited consonants in Cuneiform Luvian and Hieroglyphic 
41τhe lack of the assibilation in -ti is not a problem to him because he， unlike our present positionラ
restricts the scope of the assibilation to unvoiced寧t.
42 Garrett (1991) attempted to show that the nasalized endings in Lycian are found only in transitive 
verbs. 
43 As wiIl be pointed out below， this feature might be shared by Palaic. 
4 The spellings (C)・.zaand (1/)ーたdonot supply any evidence for unlenited or lenited quality of the 
africate. However， notice the sequences ma・a-nI-zaand nu-uz-za discussed above. 
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Luvian and an unlenited consonant in Lycian， we have to assume that both九liand *-di 
coexisted in Common Luvian 45. The same situation may also be posited for a 
pre-Hittite stage. Unlike the other languages， however， Hittite underwent the 
assibilation of勺 to*ぉ before*i later in its prehistory. We also have observed 
evidence for *di > *dzi in Hi抗ite46. It is very important at this point to note that the 
assibilation ofキtwasもlockedafter勺;e.g.， neuter nouns with -asli-such as palbasli 
“breadth" (< palbi-“もroaぎ')and pargasti“height" (< parku-"high")， cf. Sturtevant 
(1951: 60王)， Kronasser (1966: 53)， and especially Joseph (1984). There are， however， 
many sequences of s followed by the reflexive -za such as nu-us-za， na-as-za， nu-nas-za， 
nu-smas-za， etc.， where -za must be a secondary re予lacementfor the original *-li. 
Thus， the following three different phonological developments would be posited in the 
prehistory of the reflexive particle: 
*ィi>*-Isi : ilIustrated by nu-uz-za (c王3sg. pres. epzi47 "takes") 
キー di>*-dzi: iIlustrated by ma-a-ni-za (c工3sg. pres. iezi) 
*-(s-)ti> *-ti: The phonologically ex予ected*nu-us-ti was replaced by nu-us-
za (c王pal[wsti).
Among these variants，たtiis not attested anywhere in Hittite documents unlike *-IS and 
九dzwhich are both recorded. An immediate question to be raised here is where the 
third outcomeたtihas gone. 1 will discuss this problem below in the wider context of 
Hittite historical grammar. 
45 From this situation たdiwas generalized in Cuneiforrn Luvian and Hieroglyphic Luvian‘while 
*-ti was favored in Lycian. 
46 Final *-tsi and *-dごigot apocopated later. 
47 Needless 10 sa与 the3 sg. present ending -:i is analogical 10 other presen1 endings as was 
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EIsewhere [ have shown that Proto・Anatolianpresent middle endings inherited 
finaい-r(at least in the third person) - a situation basically preserved in Tocharian 
and to a lesser degree in Italic and Celtic48. The loss of final *-r then occur.red after 
unaccented syl1ables and the hic et nunc particle ネー iwas added to the 3 sg. * -or where 
*-r survived after an accented vowel. Although the new element *-ri had gradual1y 
spread from here， uld Hittite司uitefaithfully retained the stage when the *-ri was newly 
created. The paradigms of the present and preterite middle at this stage are shown as 
fol1ows: 
present sg. 1 *-ha p1. 1 *・uasta
2 寧-ta 2 事-tumα
3 *-ari， *'-a，キ二rα 3 *-anta 
pretente sg. *-ha pl. 1 *-uasta 
2 *-ta 2 *-tuma 
3 *-a， -ta 3 本-anta
At first glance there are no marks that distinguish between the present and preterite 
endings except the present 3 sg. *-ari， where the innovative e)ement -ri is found. The 
undercharacterized preterite endings needed to be systematically distinguished from 
their corresponding present endings. An 0ちviousinference to be drawn at this point is 
that the reflexiveたti，which must have survived a食er* sas we discussed in the 
preceding paragraph， left its original Iocus and came to be attached to the preterite 
middle endings to save the above situation49• Why neither of the other two variants 
48 Yoshida (1990: chapter 4). 
49τhe functional restriction of the former reflexi ve九tito the middle seems to share a feature which 
is predicted by Kury争owicz'fourth "law" of analogy: "Quand主lasuite d'une transformation 
morphologique une forme subit la differcnciation， laforme nouvelle correspond a sa fonction 
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*-tsi and *-dzi was chosen is quite c1ear for the following two reasons. First， their 
distribution is overwhelmingly wider than that of九ti，which would be observed only 
after *s. Secondly，丸紅iand *-dzi were homophonous to the elements characterizing 
the third person present active endings and therefore neither of them was favored as a 
unique marker ofthe preterite middle. 
It is less easy to explain why the addition of the retlexive partic1e to the 
preterite middle endings is a phenomenon peculiar to Hittite. This idiosyncrasy in 
Hittite is proちablyrelated to the fact that there are no assured preterite middle forms in 
the Luvian languages except the above Lycian 1 sg. axaga. In my view the lack of 3 
sg. and 3 pl. preterite middles in those languages is best explained by assuming that the 
active endings *-t and 九ntwere formally replaced by their corresponding middle 
endings 久的 and*-anta， which came to serve as general preterite markers50. Because 
these endings were functionallyちothactive and middle in synchronic terms， there was 
primaire‘la forme ancienne est reservee pour )a fonction secondaire (Kurytowicz 1966: 169)" 
50 1 argued in Yoshida (1991) that the 3 pl. active preterite endings reconstructed tor late 
Proto-Anatolian are *-er， *'-[ (>札。r)and *・an(くたant). τhe ending in *-r， which is originally 
characteristic of the lji-verb宅 hadencroached on the thematic mi-verbs with円e/o-and *-ske/o・.
Among these endings今 *-erwas generalized to both mi-and lji-conjugations in Hitite. In the 
Luvian groupち howeveれ thepoorly characterized *・anwas perceived as a variant of the middle 
*-antσ、which、then，came to be reinterpreted as the only unmistakable marker of 3 pl. preterite and 
completely ousted *-er and牢-[. Likewise. the corresponding 3 sg. preterite endings in the Luvian 
languages (Cuneiform Luvian -1ι -tt仏 HieroglyphicLuvian・t仏 -ra，Lycian -te. -(ι -de‘-de) 
continue a PIE middle ending in my view (Yoshida 1993). After the loss of final dentals in 
Common Luvian， the middle ending 久toor久dowas introduced to the endingless 3 sg. preterite 
forms. The quality of the dental今lenitedor unlenited弓wasdetermined by that of the corresponding 
present actIve ending. In lji-verbs， on the other hand， the older 3 sg.予reterIteending事-swas 
replaced by the unmarked middle ending *-to. 
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no motivation for the attachment of the reflexive予articIeto them unlike the case in 
Hi仕ite51 • What the Luvian languages instead did to disambiguate the present middle 
forms from their corresponding preterite forms was to characterize the present middle 
forms by the r-element (e.g.， Cuneiform Luvian zijar(i)“lies") or the n-element (e.g.， 
Lycian sixani“1 Iieヘsijeni“lies"，siteni“id.")， which must have spread early in their 
individual history・ Thisprobably explains why the present middle forms in the Luvian 
languages are al marked by the r-or n-element. 
Even though we appear to be on the right track， there stil remains an obvious 
problem， that is， why the Hittite middle -ti [di] has a lenited dental， not the unlenited 
dental that the above scenario予redicts. Our next immediate task is to account for this 
phenomenon. It is generally accepted that the first lenition rule which operated after 
accented long vowels was no longer a synchronic rule whenキh2was lost between vowel 
and stop. Note， for example， Lycian pr元nawate/e“built"(< *p[nolJeh2・tO)wIth 
51 Palaic， on the other hand， did not undergo the same development as the Luvian Janguages. 
There are a number of 3 sg. preterite forms in -1 in Palaic; e.g.， lu-ki-i-Il "(s)he divideぜ¥Because
the loss of final dentals， which caused the 3 sg. middle endingた10to be inco中oratedinto the active 
paradigm in the Luvian languages， did not occur in Palaic， these forms must ref1ect the inherited 
active ending辛-1. This means that the 3 sg. preterite active and middle were formally distinguished 
in Palaic. A possible candidate for the middle is sarkulal“T KUB XXXV 165 Vs. 6. Although 
this form is too ambiguous to be properly understood， Carruba (1970: 69) suggested that it was a 3 
sg. preterite middle or nom.-acc. neuter sg. of an aせjective. Its final element -Iat reminds us of the 
3 sg. preterite middle ending found in later Hitite. If it is a middle form， Palaic shows the same 
pattem as Hitite: the formal distinction of the active and middle endings and the attachment of the 
ref1exive particle to the preterite middle endings. We are then naturally led to assume that Hittite 
and Palaic underwent a parallel but independent development which was not sharedるythe Luvian 
Ianguages. 
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unlenited -t-and Cuneifonn Luvian tatta“stood" (<本(s)tehrto)with double _tt_52 • 
But there is evidence that the second lenition rule that operated between unaccented 
vowels lasted longer in at least Cuneifonn Luvian and Lycian53. Cuneifonn Luvian 
aggat(i)-日huntingnet" (< * ekad‘ < *ekat-< 匂kt-;c王Hi柱.ekt) shows prehistoric 
anaptyxis in medial stop clusters and subsequent lenition between unaccented vowels. 
Lycian ap[pJdi or ap[dJdi "seizes" (< *epadi < 匂pati< 寧epti;cf.日it.epp-) also 
shows the手aralleldevelopment with later syncope. Because the second lenition rule 
was unmistakably retained in the prehistory of two of the daughter languages， itis弓uite
possible to assume that it also remained in pre-Hittite as a living rule. Note that the 
dental of the Hittite particle -ti stands between unaccented vowels in a great majority of 
cases. The only conceivable exception to which the lenition rule did not apply is a 
small numちerof 3 sg. middle fonns with accented ending *-o. But phonologically 
regular unlenited *t was easily replaced by lenited *d analogicaJly54. The lenited 
dental of Hittite -ti is thus probably ascribed to the second lenition rule5. 
52 C五Melchert(1994: 69). 
53 For detailsラseeルfelchert(1994: 277弓 313).
S4 In the case of the 3 pl. ending *-rztó~り‘ I showed independent evidence that pre-Hittite. like Vedic 
Sanskrit， retracted the accent from the *・0・ontothe *-!1-; cf. Yoshida (1990: 114). 
55According to my survey‘the Hittite iterated 1 sg. middle endings (present ・4υbabari‘preterite
-(b)babat(i)‘imperative -(b)lwbaru) are never attested in OH or MH original manuscripts (cf. data in 
Neu 1968a and Yoshida 1990). They are al recorded in NH copies of older texts ([e-e}s-ba-ba-ti 
“1 saC KUB XXVI 71 1 21OH++‘e-es-[w-ba-ti KUB XXXVI 98b Rs. 8 OH++. u-e-fij・ba-ba-at"1 
turned" KBo XII 8 IV 16 OH++， ar-ba-lw-ru "Iet me stand'" VBo T 120 1 20 MH+). NH historical 
texts (ar-舎a-ba-riKBo IV 8 11 7、ar-ba・ba-αtKUB XXVI ) 11 30‘ar-ba-ba-ru KBo IV 14 11 6‘ 
a-us-ha-ha-at "1 saw'" KUB XXXI 121a 1 20. e-es-ha-ha-at KBo XVl 1 1 30.KBo XVI 8 I14. 
KBo V 8 1 40‘i-Ia-ah-ha-ha-at "1 marched" KUB 1 1 I 80‘kiS-ha-ha-ri"l siC KUB XXVI 12 ] 9. 
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The above discussIons may be summarized by presenting the relative 
chronology of the relevant phonological and morphological rules: 
XXIl 99 Vs. 3， pα-afJ・fJa-as-fJa-fJa-at"1 protected" KUB XXI 1 1 72) and manuscripts of 
indeterminate nature (but not OH or MH originals). This fact might invite us to speculate that the 
iterated 1 sg. middle endings which consistently show the lenited second consonant are Neo・Hittite
creations and the second lenition rule was stil alive when they were created. But a careful look at 
the above attestations suggests that this possibility is unlikely. The above εsfJafJati shows the final 
-i which is a feature characteristic of 01d Hittite and lacking in Neo・Hittite.Therefore. the 
Neo・Hittitescribe must have simply imitated an Old Hittite form without any modifications.τhis 
means that Old Hittite had the doubly characterized I sg. middle endings. Furthermore， ifwe 
assume that the second lenition rule was stil operating in Old Hittite to explain the lenited second fJ今
there would be more evidence for the effect of the rule. For example， 2 sg. and 2 pl. present forms 
of fJi-verbs such as mem命 "spealど‘， which has accent on the reduplicated syllable‘would show 
lenited・1・intheir endings， but this verb is always spelled 2 sg. memalli and 2 pl. memalteni， not 
**memati and **memateni. Accordingly‘the second lenition rule must have ceased to work before 
the Hittite historical period. 
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OH ma-a-ni-;1.， OH nu-u~ニ孟Q OH middle pret. 3 sg. -{αι -aι3 pl.-nta丘(1enitionrule) 
At a Proto-Anatolian stage there were two variants of reflexive予article，たtiand *-di， 
the latter of which was createdちylenition rules. They were both inherited to 
pre-Hittite and Common Luvian stages. Among the Luvian languages *-di was 
generalized in Cuneiform Luvian and Hieroglyphic Luvian whereas たtiwas favored in 
Lycian. In the prehistory of Hittite‘on the other hand，たtiand * -diwere both 
assibilated to札口iand 九dsirespectively except a白er*s， where assibilation was not 
observed: Regular phonological outcomes of the assibilation (followed by later 
apocope) are reflected in Old Hittite ma-a-ni-za (with single -2-) and nu.引z-za(with 
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double -zz-). τhe reflexive *-ti which escaped being assibilated after *s was later 
transfとrredto the preterite middle endings to disambiguate them from the corres予onding
present middle endings. Finally， the second lenition rule which was stil1 alive at a 
pre-Hittite stage changedたtiinto *_di56• 
IV. Assibilation of *d before 可
Substantial portions of the preceding two sections were devoted to 
demonstrating the validity of our new sound change， i.e.， assibilation of *d before *i in 
Hittite. However， there is evidence suggesting that the assibilation of *d is not 
restricted to the position before *i， but th滋 itis also observed before 匂 Playingan 
important role in this problem are two nouns， si，:!att-“day" and si，:!-“god'¥ 
This section mainly concems phonological and morphologicaJ problems in the 
Hittite noun sI，:!att-which means “day" (usually written by the ideogram UD or UDK必 1)
or “the Sun God" with determiner indicating a god. There are a number of 
uncertainties observed in this noun which have never been explained in a satisfactory 
manner. First of al， the development of initial s-from its widely accepted proto-form 
*di，:!-ot-(c王CuneiformLuvian (D当初at-)is in no way c1ear57. Secondly， this noun is 
attested four times in Old Hittite original manuscripts and among these four occurrences 
three are written by scriptio plena -i-in the root. The attested forms are shown below: 
56 I am indebted to Jay Jasanoff and Craig Melchert for helping me clarify my view on many issues 
discussed in this section. More systematic treatment of the problems wil appear elsewhere 
(Yoshida forthcoming b). 
57 This proto・formis given by， for example， Watkins (1974: 106) and Starke (1990: 150). Watkins 
considered the root *diy-as the zero-grade of *dieu-"godぺwhich，in tum， appearsぉ sIu-with 
assibilation in Hitite. The most recent descriptive analysis of Hitite sIu-is found in Neu (1998). 
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sg. nom. si-i-lJa-az KBo XVIl 15 Rs. 19 
gen.05jai-F0・at-Ia-asKBo XVll 15 V s.10 
loc. si-i-ua-at KBo XXV 17 1 1 
si-ua・atKBo II 22， 6058 
Me1chert (1994: 119) read the stem of the first three forms as sllJatt-which， he argues， 
goes back to *diwot-. As he himself admitted (personal communication)， however， an 
accented zero-grade of the root is， of course， problematic. Finally， its cognate forms in 
Cuneiform Luvian and Hieroglyphic Luvian show single -1- intervocalically and 
rhotacized -r-， respectively， which obviously represent lenited *d in contrast to the 
unlenited勺 indicatedby Hittite silJat-; e.g.， Cuneiform Luvian oUTU-lJa-1i (dat. sg.) 
KUB XXXV 107 11 1， tiずa-ta(voc. sg.?) KUB XXXV 19， 12; KUB XXXII 70， 6， 
lI-u-望。-Ia(voc. sg.?) KBo VII 68 11 3 and Hieroglyphic Luvian DEUS.SOL-ri+i59 • 
Me1chert (1994: 237) assumed that these Luvian forms go back to a Proto-Anatolian 
牢dilJod-，the outcome of a Proto・Anatolianlenition rule applied to earlierネdilJot-with 勺
between unaccented vowels. But here again the motivation for restoration of unlenited 
60 -t-in Hittite is not at al clearuv • At first sight今thethree problems addressed above do 
not seem to be related with one another， but as we shall see below， these facts can be 
straightforwardly accounted forるyestaちlishingthe original inflectional pa口ernwhich 
characterized Hittite silJatt-and Common Luvian勺iljad-and tracing their prehistory. 
The remainder of this section will be devoted to this task. 
It is well known from an earlier stage of Hittite studies that 
KAt¥1 This Old Hitite form is copied as UD"-~"'-ti KUB XXXVI 98b Vs. 7 ina Neo・Hititeduplicate. 
59 The Hieroglyphic Luvian form is from Hawkins (1975: 130). 
60 Starke (1990: 150f.) also c¥aims that Hitite -tt-is secondary whereas Cuneiform Lu吋an-{-is 
inherited. sut his reasoning is not well motivated. either. 
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Proto-Indo・European* d appears as *:; s m Hittite siu-and siuatt-61. Because s is
observed word-initially inちothcases， regular assibilation of *d before *j (*djeu-> siu-) 
and *i (*dipot->5iFGtte)canbe restricted to aIliaut予osition;cf. Starke (1990: .143， 150) 
and MeJchert (1994: 118f.). As we have seen in section 2， however， there are pieces of 
evidence which show that internal九d-also becomes an affricate dz before *i just as勺
ちecomesぉbeforeキi. τhis fact suggests that the s-of siu-and si1Jat-was presumably 
not producedむya single rule， but underwent three ordered rules， i.e.， first getting 
affricated， then deaffricated and finally devoiced. 1， infact， argued elsewhere that the 
initial s-of both cases is derived in the following manner， respectively: *dieu-> *dziii-
>本 zju-> *siu-> siu-/syu/，本diljot-> キdzi1Jat-> * zi1Jat-> *siljat-> si1Jat-/siwatf2 
The derivation of siu-is probably tenable， but that of si1Jat-does not now seem 
sufficiently well motivated because the initial consonant cluster simplification dzi-> zi-
is not very likely. Instead there is an altemative way of deriving si1Jat-by which a 
completely parallel phonological treatment is given to both siu-and si1Jat-63. 
As observed above， there are at least three Old Hittite forms that show scri戸io
plena -i-in the root as is exempJified by DSi-i-l:!a-at-ta-aS (gen. sg.). It is a priori not 
unreasonable to interpret them as representing st1Jat-， not si1Jat-. This interpretation 
IS弓 infact， suppo託edby com予arativeevidence: sji1Jat-is etymologically equated with 
Vedic 命保“shine"with zero-grade in the root and the suffix， where an original *斗
se斗uenceis preserved intact. According to this reading the Hittite“day今、 wordshares a 
common feature with the Hittite "'god" word: they are both characterized by the initial 
consonant cluster *di-. An obvious merit of this analysis is that si-i-1Ja-at(-ta-as) 
receives the same line of historical explanation as given to siu-above (*dif乙>*dzjf三>
*zjV-> *sjV-> sjiyau-). A remaining problem is the relationshipちetweensji1Jat-and 
61 See. for example， Kronasser (1956: 62). 
62 C王Yoshida(1998b: 207fト
63 1 am indebted to Jay Jasanoff who first suggested this posibility to me. 
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si~latt- without scriptio plena. ln my view siyatt-is a syncopated form of sjiyatt-with 
unaccented root64. Unaccented was deleted and then yod was vocalized 
interconsonantal1y. Syncope of unaccented vowel is occasional1y seen in Hittite; e.g.， 
lablabbのlQ- “gallop~' vs. lablat中Inu-"cause to gallop¥sijatlar "sear' vs. sittar(i)1a-
"send by a seaJed documenC65. 
AJthough neither Hittite s1iyatt-(Siyatt-) nor Cuneiform Luvian liyal-shows 
any ablaut alternation between the strong and weak cases from a synchronic viewpoint， 
their ancestral paradigm must have been characterized by apophonical1y different forms. 
Otherwise， no plausible explanation could be given to the consistent unlenited -t-(< 
*-1-) in Hittite and lenited -1-(< *-d-) in Cuneiform Luvian. In other words司 wehave 
to assume that *-d-was secondarily created fromた 1-by the so・calledlenition rules 
which were conditioned by vowel length and the予ositionof accentベsothat both *-1-
and たd-came to coexist as reguJar phonoJogical outcomes in a paradigm of this noun at 
a stage of Proto‘Anatolian. This situation was not retained in Hittite or Cuneiform 
Luvian any more.τhe former generalized *-1-throughout the paradigm in its own 
subse弓uenthistory， whereas the latter ousted牢-1-in favor of *-d-. Exactly the same 
direction of analogical leveling is 0ちservedin the ablative ending and the reflexive 
particle‘where the unlenited quality of consonants was favored in Hittite， but the lenited 
one in the Luvian group of Janguages; cf. the Hittite ablative ending followedちythe 
enclitic particle -1仏 Jノzzi-ja，Cuneiform Luvian -a(-a)-ti， Hieroglyphic Luvian -a/i+ra/i， 
-a/i-ri+i， -a/i-li， Lycian -adi/-edi and the Hittite retlexive particle foJlowing the sentence 
connective nu， nu-uz-z仏 CuneiformLuvian -li (spelled with single -{-intervocalically)， 
64 The unaccented root is guaranteed. As we wil see below‘i-vocalism of the root of sjiyatt-
rdlects unaccented *ι 
65 The examples are from Melchcrt (1984: 58). where more detailed discussions on syncope are 
found. 
66 See the reference in footnotes 24 and 27. 
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Hieroglyphic Luvian -rali， -ri+i， -ti. 
If the above scenario is accepted， the next 0るviousste予willbe to identifシan
original aちlautpa託em治atmost naturally accounts for the unlenited ・t-of Hittite 
&j・I1}att-and the lenited -1-of Cuneiform Luvian liヲal-(< Common Luvian *til}ad-)67. 
Palaic刀-la-az“theSun Godヘacognate corresponding to these Hittite and Cuneiform 
Luvian fonns， does not attest any case fonns in which the dental appears in an 
intervocalic position， and therefore is of no immediate relevance to our present purpose. 
The a-vocalism of the suffix in Hittite sjil}a払 andCuneifonn Luvian til}al-， whose 
possible Proto-Indo-European source is 本o(< *-01-)， suggests that they originally 
belonged to the am予hikineticinflection pa民emcharacterized by accented e-grade root 
and o-grade suffix in strong cases and by accented ending in weak cases. But because 
Hittite a can also be obtained from Proto-Indo-European事eby regular sound changes， 
the予ossibilityofthe proterokinetic type cannot be ruled out if an original paradigm was 
atfected by leveling. 
First， we will suppose that an original ablaut pa託emwas stil preserved at a 
stage of Proto-Anatolian when the lenition rules operated. In this case the 
amphikinetic ablaut pa抗emis the only予ossiblecandidate68 • Let us consider the 
67 Following a principle of reconstruction that Schindler (1975: 2) emphasized‘the apophonic 
shapes of the stems in compounds or in secondary derivatives cannot be used to establish the ablaut 
of the simplex. Accordingly， words such as Cuneiform Luvian til}ari(jp)-"of the Sun Godぺ
Hieroglyphic Luvian (LITUUS+ )A-za-ti-i-l}a/i-taィa"(person name)" wil ちeexcluded from the 
following discussions. 
68 If the noun in号uestionshowed the proterokinetic ablaut (accented e-grade root in strong cases 
and accented e-grade suffix in weak cases)， the following Proto・Anatolianforms are created after the 
application of lenition: 
sg. ac. PIE *djel}千'!1> PA寧djud-
gen. PIE *dil}-et-s > PA *dil}et-
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possibility of reconstructing this ablaut pa口emfor Hittite sjilJαt-and Cuneiform Luvian 
tluat-: 
Because the accusative singular satisfies the structural description of the lenition rules while the 
genitive singular does not， both *t and *d are obtained. There are‘however、noavailable sources of 
the a in Hittite sIIuatt-and Cuneiforrn Luvian tiuat-. 
The possibility of reconstructing a hysterokinetic ablaut pattem (accented e-grade suffix in strong 
cases and accented e-grade ending in wea主cases)is also to be rejected as shown below: 
sg. acc. PIE *dilj-et-'!I > PA *diljet-
gen. PIE *djか
In t出hi芯sablau叫1波tpa説t臼emthe accent is al ways on one of the shor汽tvowels next tωO 傘勺tregardless of the case 
form， so that *d is not produced by lenition‘and therefore the contrast of 勺 and* dcannot be 
obtained in the paradigm. 
In the case of acrostatic ablaut‘which is subdivided into t¥'o types (one type with the accented 
o-grade root in strong cases and the accented e-grade root in ¥vea主casesand the other type with the 
accented lengthened e-grade root in strong cases and the accented e-grade root in weak cases). the 
paradigm of each type must have developed as folJows (ln the following we follow Melchert"s view 
that *0 was stil distinct from *a at a Proto-Anatolian stage (Melchert 1992b). But this choice is 
not crucial to our present concemよ
sg.acc. PIE本djoターt-'!I>PA *djoljd-
gen. PIE *djelj十 s>PA *dj山ー
sg. acc. PIE *djelj千早>PA *dj・dι
gen. P円IE*dieωu イ千-づs>PA * dj必
ln both tηypes ホda部swell as *t can bラ児eob民ta出inedι‘but like the preceding cases it is impossible to 日nd 
any sources for the suffix -al(，り-in J-litite sjiyatt-and Cuneiform Luvian liyal・-
? 】?
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sg. acc. PIE *djelJ-ot-n;t > PAネじを[elJod-
gen. PIE本吟か
As shown above，むoth*t and *d are exhibited in the aちoveparadigm and the o-grade 
suffix can be a source of a in Hittite and Cuneiform Luvian. In fact， Cuneiform 
Luvian tilJat-is the phonologically predictable outcome of the above strong form; no 
morphological influence is needed. The initial ti- is regular1y derived from 
Proto・Anatolian*dje-; cf. Melchert (1994: 262). As for the development of the 
sequenceたCjetiof -je/o・verbsinto -Citti (e.g.， ariti“raises")， see especially Morpurgo 
Oavies (1982/83: 265在). As for Hittite sjilJat-， however， no straightforward historical 
explanation is available. Even though unlenited -t-may have spread合omthe weak 
case， the i-vocalism ofthe root resists any reasonable analysis. It might seem possible 
to assume that at a post-Anato1ian stage the accent shifted from the root to the su缶x
under the influence of the amphikinetic collective plurals such as lJidar“water 
(collective)" and uddar "wordsヘsothat unaccented *e in this position became i 
(*djelJod-→ *djelJod-→ *dj・elJot-> sjilJat-)69. But such an accentual shi負 is
observed only in amphikinetic collective pluralsラnotin singulars70• Notice that Hittite 
nominative singular tekan (< *dhegh・om)and genitive tagnas (< *dhgh-m-es) continue 
an original amphikinetic inflection. Accordinglyラ theabove accentual shi合shouldもe
taken as unmotivated. 
Thus， when we stand on the assumption that an original ablaut pattern of Hittite 
sjilJat-and Cuneiform Luvian tilJa!幽 wasretained at an early stage of Proto-Anatolian， 
virtually no satisfactory historical explanation is available. Next， we will proceed to 
the assumption that the original paradigm was affected by leveling， i.e.， generalization 
69 This accentual shi白 occurredin Proto-Anatolian according to Melchert (1994: 264); cf. 
Cuneiform Luvian adduual"evilぺetc.
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of the vocalism of the strong case to the weak case and vice versa in our present case. 
It would， however， be safe to leave the acrostatic and hysterokinetic inflectional types 
out of consideration. Since the acrostatic type had the accent always on the root and 
the suffix in the zero grade， there are no sources within this ablaut paradigm from which 
the a-vocalism of the suffix -at(t)-was carried over. Likewise今 hysterokineticぬlaut
cannotちeascribed to this noun， either. A合erleveling occurred， the original paradigm 
apparently would have shown accusative singular 本diy-et-n;，zand genitive singular 
ホdiy-et-es，from which neither lenited d nor the suffix -at(t)-can be 0ちtained. Our 
focus of attention wi1l be therefore put on the possibilities of the proterokinetic and 
amphikinetic ablaut types. 
Supposing 出atthe nouns in question showed the proterokinetic intlection and 
later underwent leveling， there are at least two potentially conceivable ways to account 
for the a-vocalism of the suffix -at(t)-. Jasanoff (1998: 3026) suggested a 
Proto-Indo-European sound change whereby post-tonic *e becomes *0 in closed 
syllables71 • If this rule follows the leveling， the su伍x0ちtains匂(>Hittite and 
Cuneiform Luvian a) in the nominative singular as follows: 
sg. nom. PIE *dje1;!イーs→ *じを匂-et-s>*ddF-of-s
gen. PIE *di1;!-et-s→キdje1;!-et-s
This interpretation is， however， rejected防 Vedicdyut-(acc. sg. dyutam、instr.sg. dyuta 
in Rig Veda) which shows the zero grade suffix throughout the paradigm. Thus， if
there is any possible way to derive Hittite sjiyatt-and Cuneiform Luvian ti野at-from an 
original proterokinetic paradigm， the leveling must have been of a 
71 According tohim‘this rule probably explains the o-timbre ofthe thematic vowel. The vowel *0 
in Greek yEvo号、'race'“ Latingenus and Sanskrit jana戸、 whichare origin討lycharacterized by the 
proteroki肘 ticintlectio九 mayalso be due to this rule (*genhrs→ *genh，-es> *genh，・os).
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post-Proto-Indo-European date. In fact， itis also possible to 0ちtainthe Hittite su伍x
-at・bya pre-Hittite sound law that changes post-tonic *e to *a in open syllables and 
the Cuneiform Luvian -at-by a similar Luvian rule72: 
sg. acc. PIE *dj・elj-t-f!l→ PA*djelj-et-f!l > PA *dj勾ed-> pre-Hittite *di勾ad、
Cuneiform Luvian tiuat-
gen. PIE *dilj-et-s→ PA *djelj-et-s > PAキdjeljet->戸e-Hi抗ite*diiuet-73， 
Cuneiform Luvianキ*tiuatt-
In this case Cuneiform Luvian til}at-may be taken as a regular phonological outcome of 
the strong form *djel}ed-， which could be easily extended to the weak cases. But 
Hittite sjil}at-needs a very bizarre blend ofthe strong and weak stems. To be specific， 
the i-vocalism of the root and unlenited -t-are taken from weak cases whereas the 
a-vocalism of the suffix is taken from strong cases. Such a complicated development 
would be quite unlikely. 
On the ot主erhand， reconstructing the amphikinetic ablaut pa社emfor the Hi託ite
and Cuneiform Luvian nouns accompanied with later leveling provides us with a 
surprisingly simple explanation. Under this analysis the following strong and weak 
forms are obtained at a later stage of Proto・Anatolian:
sg. acc.PIE本djel}-ot-fIJ> PA *djel}od-
gen. PIE *吟
72 C( As for this Hitite rule， see Melchert (1994: 137f.) and Yoshida (1997). Conceming the 
Luvian rule. refer to Melchert (J 994: 263). The Luvian rule does not need any additional 
restrictions on the syllable structure. 
73 As already pointed out above， posttonic *e changes to行 inHitite; e.g.， Ijitar“water (collective)" 
<uedδr (cf. Melchert 1984: 107. 1994: 139) 
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The strong stem *dieLJod-with lenited *d， whose phonologically regular outcome in 
Cuneiform Luvian is ti野at-，was leveled to the whole予aradigmin its post-Anatolian 
prehistory. Hittite took the opposite direction of leveling: the weak stem *djeLJot-' with 
unaccented *e and unlenited勺， from which the actually attested sji野at-is regularly 
derived by sound changes， was generalized throughout the paradigm 74 .τhe 
generalization of the vocalism of the strong stem to the weak stem shown above must 
have occurred after the Anatolian languages split from the other Indo-European 
branches. Otherwise， itwould be very hard to give any convincing historical 
ex手lanationto Vedic dyut-， which is best interpreted to continue the generalized weak 
stem明[u-t-'of the original amphi主ineticparadigm. 
Palaic Ti-ia-az "the Sun God" presents us with an enigmatic i instead of LJ. 
Melchert (1994: 198) tentatively assumes that j was inserted as a hiatus filer after the 
conditioned loss of u 75. It must be admitted 白atwe do not have an accurate 
understanding of Palaic historical phonology. But as far as the vowels of Tiiaz are 
concemed， there do not seem to be any serious obstacles to deriving them from the 
Proto・Anatolianweak stem *djeLJot-' wIth vowels carried over from the strong stem just 
like the case of Hittite siLJat-. The i of万iα'zis probably due to a syncope of * jein 
unaccented予osition.
1 hope to have shown that the three problems conceming Hittite siLJat-
addressed at the outset of this section are explicableちyassuming an original 
amphikinetic ablaut pattem for the proto・formofthis noun and Cuneiform Luvian ti野at-
74 Typologically comparable analogical extension is中1Iteunremarkable. For example. the root 
noun meaning '"fo1" originally showed apophonic altemation between ac. sg.ネpod-rrfand gen. sg. 
*ped-s， from which the strong stem was generalized in Greek πω三(Doric)while Latin pes leveled 
the weak stem throughout the paradigm. 
7S On the other hand. Watkins (1974: 107) suggested that Palaicη1a= might continue *dleus. but 
this possibility is rejected by Melchert (1994: 198). 
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with later leveling (Proto・Indo-European*di勾-otーが*じをかt-es→ Proto-Anato 1 ian 
本diel:f-ot-'!}/本diel:f-ot-es→ *dielJod-l*dielJot-'). First， the initial f of filJat-is derived 
from *di・もyassiちilation，initial consonant cluster simplification and initial devoicing. 
Secondly， the scri戸ioplena -i-in Old Hittite forms such as Si-i-l}a-az is a reflex of 
unaccented *e. Finally， the lenited -t-(< *-d-) of Cuneiform Luvian til}at-in contrast 
to the unlenited -t-of Hittite fiuatt-is due to the Proto-Anatolian lenition rule. Hittite 
and Luvian languages generaJized the weak stem with *-t-and the strong stem wIth *-d-
respectively in their individual histOry76. 
V. Co註clusions
The conclusions in this study of Hittite historical phonology and morphology 
can be summarized as follows. 
Section 1 reviewed the current state of Hittite and Anatolian studies. We 
stressed the necessity of discussing Hittite linguistic problems in the light of the recent 
dramatic development of relative chronology of Hi口itemanuscripts. We also pointed 
out that comparative studies of Anatolian languages are now in a markedly improved 
situation due to the increase in new documents unearthed. In section 2， we proposed a 
new sound change， i.e.， assibilation of *d before *i in Hittite， and su予portingevidence. 
Section 3 discussed the Hittite particle -ti that at first seemed evidence against the above 
sound change. By elucidating its unique prehistory in a wider Anatolian context， we 
showed that the particle does not speak against the予honologicalrule. In section 4， we 
oむservedthat the assibilation of *d also took place before 可inthe prehistory of Hittite. 
The road to the systematic descri戸ionof the "'real" Hittite historical grammar 
wiII ちelong. 羽市atwe a民emptedto show in this study is an interpretation of an 
76 1 am grateful to Jeremy Rau for his helpful comments during the preparation of this section， 
which wil appear elsewhere in a ful-f1edged form (cf. Yoshida forthcoming a). 
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up-to-date collection of data on a small comer of phonology and morphology. Further 
interesting problems await us in the manuscripts. 
ApPENDIX A 
A Representative Sample ofOld Hittite Verbs in-~乞ziand -Vzi 
The following table includes a representative sample of the 3 sg. present active mi-verbs of the 
vocalic stem attested in Old Hittite texts. In assembling a corpus of Hittite documents‘the 
distinction between 'text' and ‘manuscript' is of crucial importance. By 'texts司 wemean unitary 
compositions and by 'manuscripts宅 specifictablets on which texts are written. In the following 
table we will distinguish four kinds of Old Hittite manuscripts different from each other in nature: 
OH = Old Hittite texts in Old Hittite original manuscripts司 OH+= Old Hittite texts in Middle Hittite 
copies，OH+十=Old Hittite texts in Neo・Hittitecopies and OH一=Old Hittite texts in manuscripts 
of indeterminate date. In the fol1owing table manuscripts are arranged according to CTH number; 
CTH Emmanuel Laroche今sCatalogue des textes hittites (1971)‘ Paris: Klincksieck. and its 











KBo II 22 Rs. 78 (= pa-I[Z-zi) KUB XXVI 71 1 18 
OH++ = pa-IZ-zi KUB XXXVI 98b Rs. 60H++) 
KBo II 22 Vs. 34 
KBo II 22 Vs. 35 (= [fJu-uJl-LJ-e-IZ-.ごiKUB XXXVI 
98a Vs. 5 OH++) 
KUB XXVI 71 1 18 
KUB XXXVI 98b Rs. 6 
KUB XXXVI 98a Vs. 5 
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1. A. (OH) tar-si-K/-/Z-zi 
1. B. (OH++) pa-lZ-zi 
su-u-nI-/Z-zi 
tar-as-K[/-/Z-z} i 
CTH 8. Palace ChronicIe 
D. (OH) ふe-mi-/Z-z[.リ
CTH 9. Fragments of Palace ChronicIes 
KBo XXII 2 Rs. 4 (= tar-as-K[/-/Z-z]i KBo II 38 Rs. 
200H++) 
KBo 11 38 Rs. 17 
KBo Il38 Vs. 29 
KBo 11 38 Rs. 20 
KUB XXXVI 104 Vs. 10 
5. (OH) u-us-K/-/Z-z[，ヴ KBoVIII 42 V s.2 
pu-nu-us-K/-/Z-zi 




KBo VIII 42 Vs. 6 
KUB XXXVI 100 Vs. 21 
KUB XXXVI 100 Vs. 24 
KUB XXXVI 100 Rs. 10; Rs. 12 
CTH 25. Treaty of Zidanza with PiIliya (OH) 
Ia-az-zi KUB XXXVI 108 Vs. 12 





KBo IX 73 Vs. 6 
KBo IX 73 Vs. 13 
KBo IX 73 Vs. 14 
KUB XXXVI 106 Vs. 3 
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3. l
. . O / I -zi
l. . O -l -zi
- i-I -zi
[/ I -
H . l hr i l




. O u- i-IZ-z[i} I s.
H . ent l hr ni l
. O / I i}
- u-us- l-/ -zi
III .
III s.
H 1 . krasi Alep o





I s. ; s.
H . r i it I )
j - i I s.
27. Tre it i OH
i X s.
i-l -zi X s.
y -t - -zi X s.















CTH291. Laws **1-100 











KUB XXXVI 106 Vs. 5 
KUB XXXVI 106 Rs. 1 
KBo XXII 1 Vs. 12 
KBo XXII 1 V s. 22 
KBo XXII 1 V s. 28 
KBoVI2118(=αn-nI-eS・KI-IZ-ziKBo VI 3 1 27OH+) 
KBo Vl2 IV 4 (= ap“pa-at-RI-IZ-zi KBo VI 3 II 76 
OH+) 
KBo VI 2 1 2 (=ar-nu-ZI KBo VI 3 19 OH+); 16 (= ar-
nu-u:z-:zi KBo VI 3 1 30日十);1 38 (= ar-nu-:zi KBo VI 3 
I470H+) 
KBo VI 2 IV 5 (=αr-nu-uz-ごiKBo VI 3 II 77 OH+) 
KBo VI 2 IV 59 (= e-IT-RI-eS-KI-IZ-zi KBo VI 3 IV 
60 OH+ = [e-l}T-RI-is-KI-IZ-ごiKBo XIX 4 IV 80H++ 
= -is-KI-IZ-:zi KBo VI 21 IV 4 OH-) 
KBo XIX 1 Il17 (= Iya-ap-pa-ra-IZ-zi KBo VI 3 1I36 
OH+) 
KBo VI2 1 60 
KBo VI 2 150: 1 51 
KBo VI 2 I42 (= kar-PI-IZ[-ごi)KBo VI 3 163 
0日十);I 46 (= kar-ap-ごiKBo VI 3 I67 OH十)
KBo VI 2 145 (= kar-PI-i-e-IZ-zi KBo VI 3 166 
OH+) 









I. . . O -n -is-KI -zi















VI 2 I 18 (= a - i- J- I-I -zi I 1 +)
I -pa-at- J-IZ-zi I II
+)
I I 2 r- u-zi I H+); r-
- z I I 1 OH+); I r- - I
470
I a - z-z I II +)
I J-es- I-I -zi I
I J-i I-I -z I
s- 1 - I -)
I b - p-pa-ra-IZ-zi I I
+)
I I
I II : II
I 11 r- /-I [-z ) I ((
OH+); II r- -zi I II +)
I II r- J-i-e-I -zi I II
+)
I 11 r- -zi I II H+); II
40(= i-e-IZ-zI KBo VI 3 161 OH+); I 48; I 49 (= 
[kar-}PI-i-IZ[-zi] KBo VI 3 169 OH+) 
KBo VI 2 1 8 (=kar-as-sI-i-e-IZ-zi KBo VI 3 1 5
OH+) 













KBo VI 2 127 (= ku-us-sa-ni-I-e-IZ-zi KBo VI 3 148 
OH+ = ku-us-sa-ni-ja-zi KBo VI 5 IV 7 OH++); IV 10 
(= ku-sa-ni-1Z-zi KBo VI 3 IV 3 OH+) 
KBo VI 2 IV 56 (= lu-uk-Kl-1Z-zi KBo VI 3 IV 55 
OH+ = [lu-u}k-KI-IZ-zi KBo XIX 4 IV 2 OH++) 
KBo VI 2 IV 53 (= lu-uk・Kl-lZ-zIKBo VI 3 IV 52 
OH+); IV 59 (= lu-uk-KI-1Z・ziKBo VI 3.IV 59 OH+) 
KBo VI 2 1 51;1 53 (=pa-IZ-z[i) KBo VI 3161 OH+); 
IV 39 (= pa-IZ-zi KBo VI 3 IV 37 OH+); KBo XIX I 
Vs. Il 27 (= pa-I[Z-z}iKBo VI 3 148 OH+ = pa-IZ-zi 
KBo VI 5 IV 70H++) 
KBo VI 2 1 56;1 57; 1 59 
KBo VI 2 134 (= par-ku-nu-uz-zi KBo VI 3 I55 
OH+ = par-ku-nu-uz-zi KBo VI 5 IV ) 8 OH++); II 33 
(= par-ku-nu-uz-zi KUB XXIX 16 II 7 OH = pat・-ku-
nu-zI KBo VI 3 II 37 OH+ = par-ku-nu・zIKUB XXIX 
17‘4 OH-); KBo VI 2 II 35 (= par・ku-nu-uz-ziKUB 
XXIX 16 II 9 OH = par-ku-nu-zi KBo VI 3 II 40 
OH+) 
KBo VI 2 II 38 + KBo XIX 1 II 38 (= par-ku-nu-uz-zi 
KUB XXIX 16 II 120日=par-ku-nu・zIKBo VI 3 II 
430H十 =[p}ar-ku-nu-zi KBo XIX 3 1 6OH+サ
KBo VI 2 140 (= [PI}-e-bu-te-IZ-zi KBo VI 3 148 OH+) 
-41-
-zi I II +); I ; I
r-] /-i [-z ) I II +)
l i - i I I 8 r-as-si-i - -zi I I 1
+)
- r- } I- -zi I
- s-s -ni-I -zi I II - s-sa-ni-i- -I -zi I II
- s-sa-ni-j -zi I +);
- -ni-I -zi I +)
l -zi I l- -zi I
] I-I -zi I ++)
l } I - l-I -zi I
+); u - 1 - i I . +)
-I -zi I I ; I pa-IZ-z[i] I I 6 H+);
V -I -zi I +); I 1
s. I - ]iK I II a-I -zi
I )
- p- I-I -zi I I ; I ; I
r- - u-uz-zi I II r- u-nu-uz-zi I I
r- - u-uz-zi I 8 +); I
r- - u-uz-zi I II r -
-zi I II r- - i I
. H-); I 111 - - u-uz-zi
X II r- -nu-zi I I
+)
- -zi I II 111 ar-ku-nu-uz-zi
II 2 OH r- - i I I
3 O + ] r- - u-zi I I 1 +)








KBo VI 2 1 37(= PI・e-bu-te-IZ-ziKBo VI 3 1 46OH+) 
KBo VI 2 133 (= PI-eS-si-IZ-zi KBo VI 3 154 OH+ 
= Pl-es-si-ja-IZ-zi KBo VI 5 IV 16 OH十+);1 35; IV 6 
(= PI-eJ-si-ja-zi KBo VI 3 II 79 OH+); IV 7 (= PI-eS-si-
ja-zi KBo VI 3 II 80 OH+); IV 14 (= Pl-es-si-IZ-zi 
KBo VI 3 IV 90H+) 
KBo VI 2 I10 (= pit-te-nu-uz-zi KBo VI 3 I29 OH+) 
KBo VI 2 1 7(= sa!-a-ak-ta巴a-IZ-ziKBo VI 3 1 26
OH+) 
KBo XIX 1 119 (= si-ifa-at-t}a-RI-ja-zi KBo VI 3 139 
OH+) 
KBo XIX 1 124 (= si-ja-at-ta-R/-i-e-IZ-zi KBo VI 3 1
45 OH+ = siイa-at-ωI-Ll-ja-az-ziKBo VI 5 IV 3 OH++) 
KBo XXII 6 1 3 (= sU-l;!a-i-IZ-zi KBo VI 3 1 7 OH+); 
KBo VI 2 12 (= sU-l;!a-a-IZ-zi KBo VI 3 19 OH+); 13(= 
sU-'la-a-IZ-zi KBo VI 3 1 1OH+); I 10 (= sU-'la-a-IZ-
[z}i KBo VI 31 18 OH十);I 12 (= sU-'la-a-IZ-zi KBo VI 
3 1 20OH+ = sU-'la-a-IZ-z[i) KBo XII 48‘4 OH-); I 
41 (= [su-'la-i}-e-IZ-ごiKBo VI 3 I 49OH+); 1 44 (= 
sU-'la[-i-IZ}-zi KBo VI 3 1 52OH+); 1 59; II 26 (= su-
ua-a-IZ-zi KBo VI 3 II 29 OH+ = su-ua・a-IZ-ziKBo 
VI 6 I 38OH++); II 32 (= sU-l;!a-i-IZ[-zi) KUB XXIX 
16 II 6 OH = su-ua-a-IZ-zi KBo VI 3 II 36 = su-ua-a-
IZ-zi KUB XXIX 17匂 3OH-); II 37 (= sU-'la・i-IZ-[ごi)
KUB XXIX 16 11 1 OH = su-ua-a-IZ-ZI KBo VI 3 II 
42 OH+); II 52 + KBo XIX 1 11 52 (= su-u-'la-a-IZ-z[i) 
KUB XIII 13 I 7 OH-); IV 9 (= sU-'la-a-i-IZ-zi KBo VI 
3 IV 2 OH+); IV 17 (= sU-'la-α-I-IZ-zi KBo VI 3 IV 12 
? ??
?
! ] ! 1 -zi
!-d-si-1 - i
i i-n z-zi
- k-t - -I -zi
IT- l l -zi
I-IZ-z[i]
U-lja-i-1 -zi
I I !- u-t -I -zi I I +)
I II !-d-si-I -zi I II
!-es-si 1 -zi I ++); II ;
!- i -zi I II +); !- si-
-zi I II +); !-es-si 1 -zi
I V
I I (= it - z-zi I I +)
I I 1 ! -t - -I -zi I I
+)
X I II j[ t ] I-j -zi I II
+)
X I II t I-i -I -zi I II
i-j -at-tal l - z-zi I ++)
II I -lja-i-I -zi I I 7 H+);
I -lja-a-IZ-zi I H+);
-lja-a-I -zi I I 1 +); - Ja-a-I -
]i I I H+); -lJa-a-IZ-zi I
1 -lja-a-I -z ] II , H-);
-lj - ] - z I 1 H+);
- Ja[-i-I ]-zi I I +); I ; II -
lja-a-I -zi I II U-lJa-a-IZ-zi
I I ++); II -lja-i-I [-zi) I
II H U-lJa-a-IZ-zi I II U-lja-a-
-zi , H-); II -lja-i- -[zi)
X III 1 U-lja-a-IZ-zi I I
+); II I III - - j - -1 -z i]
III I H-); -lja-a-i-1Z-zi I


























OH+); IV 18 (= su-ya-a-i-IZ[-z]i KBo VI 3 IV 14 OH+); 
IV 20 (= [su-ya-a-i・I]Z-ziKBo VI 3 IV 16 OH+); IV 43 
(= ]・IZ-ziKBo VI 3 IV 41 OH+ = [su]・u-ya-a-IZ-[zi]
KBo XIX 3 IV 1] OH++); IV 50; KBo XIX 1 II 42 (= 
su・ya-a-IZ-zIKBo VI 3 11 47 OH+) 
KBo VI 2 [21 (= sU-1;!a・a-i-lZ-ziKBo VI 3 1 30OH+) 
KBo VI 2 II 57 (= su-野a-a-i-lZ-ziKBo VI 3 II 62 
OH+) 
瓦BoVI 2 1 23(= sU-1;!a-a-i-IZ-zI KBo VI 3 132 OH+); 
II 30 (= [su-]1;!a-a-IZ-zi KBo XIX 3 1 8 OH++ = 
sU-1;!a-a・I-IZ-ziKBo VI 3 11 34 OH+ = sU-1;!a-a-lZ[-zリ
KBo VI 6 1 46OH++); 11152 (= s[uすa-a・l]Z-ziKBo VI 
3 11 56 OH+ = su-u-ya-a-IZ-z[i] KUB XIII 13 1 70Hー)
KBo XIX 318 
KBo VI 2 IV 48 (= su-ya-a-IZ-zi KUB XXIX 19， 7 
OH十十)
KBo VI 2 1 39(= da-a-i-lZ-zi長BoVI 3 1 48OH+); I 
42 (= da-a-i-!Z-zi KBo VI 3 150 OH+); 1 45 (= [Ia-a-
i・!]Z-ziKBo VI 3 153 OH+); I 53; 11 40 (= da-a・I-IZ-
zi KBo VI 3 11 46 OH+ = da-a-lZ-zi KBo XIX 3 1 9
OH++); 11 45 (= da-a-i-lZ-zi KBo VI 3 11 50 OH+); 11 
51 (= ta-a-i-IZ-[zi] KBo VI 3 11 55 OH+ = da・a-I・e-lZ-
z[i] KUB XIII 13 1 4 OH-); 11 53 (= ta-a-i-/Z・ziKBo
VI3 11 57 = -j)a-zi KUB XIII 13 1 9 OH-); II 56 (= ta-
a-i-lZ-zi KBo VI 3 11 60 OH+); IV 16 (= ta-a・I-IZ-zi
KBo VI 3 IV 1 0日+);KBo XIX I II 43 (= ta-a-i-IZ-zi 
KBo VI 3 11 48 OH+ = ta-a千ja-ziまBoVI 8，2 OH++) 













+); V U-lJa-a-i-IZ[-z]i I H+);
V 20 lJa-a-i-I -zi I H+);
- -zi I - lJa-a-IZ-[zi]
X I] +); ; I ] II
U-lJa-a-IZ-zi I III +)
I 1 - Ja-a-i-I -zi I I +)
I II U-lJa-a-i-I -zi I II
+)
K I I - Ja-a-i-IZ-zi I H+);
II lJ - -I -zi I I 8
-lJa-a-i -zi I III -lJa-a-IZ[-zi]
I I ++); III -lJa- -I] -zi I
III lJa-a-I -z[i) II II H-
X I
I V U-lJa-a-IZ-zi I ,
H++
I I -a-i-I -zi K I 1 H+);
-a-i-l -zi I +); I t -
-I -zi I +); I ; III - -i -
i I III -a-I -zi I I 1
++); III -a-i-I -zi I III H+); III
-i -[zi) I III - -i- -I -
i} II II H-); III - I - i
I III iJ -zi II II H-); I -
-i I -zi I III +); -i -zi
I II OH+); II - -i- -zi
I III t - -i-j -zi K I , ++)
I III t -j - z-zi I III
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{da-a]-i{-lZ-z]i 











da-a-i-ja-zi KBo VI 6 1 33OH++) 
KBo VI 2 11 27 (= da-I-e-IZ-zi KBo VI 3 II 30 OH+ 
= da-a-i-ja-zi KBo VI 6 1 39OH++) 
KBo VI 2 IV 40 (= ta-a-i-IZ-::I KBo VI 3 IV 38 OH+ = 
ta-a-IZ-zi KBo XIX 3 IV 6 OH++) 
KBo VI 2 IV 44 (= ta-a-I-IZ・zIKBo VI 3 IV 42 OH+) 
KBo VI 2 IV 42 (= ta-a-i・IZ-zI瓦BoVI 3 IV 41 OH+) 
KBo VI 2 IV 46 (= ta-a-;・e-I{Z-zi)KUB XXIX 19今3
OH++) 
KBo VI 2 1 37(= ta-a-I-IZ-zi KBo VI 3 146 OH+) 
KBo VI 2 II 54 (= ta司a-i-IZ-ziKBo VI 3 II 58 OH+); 
IV 18 (= ta-a-i-IZ-zi KBo VI 3 IV ] 3 0日+);VI 19 (= 
ta-a-i-/Z-zi KBo VJ 3 IV 15 0百十);IV 47 (= ta-a-i-IZ-
z{i) KBo VI 3 IV 45 OH+); IV 51 (= ta-a-IZ-ごiKBo
VI 3 IV 50 OH+) 
KBo XIX 1 118 (= te-IZ-zi KBo VI 3 I37 OH+); KBo 
XIX 1 I23 (= te-IZ-ゴKBoVI 3 143 OH+ = te-IZ-zi 
KBo VI 5 IV 2 OH++ = te-IZ-zi KBo XII 49 II 1 
OH++); KBo VI 2 IV 47 (= te-IZ-zI KBo VI 3 IV 46 
OH+) 
KBo VI 2 IV 3 (= te-IZ-zi KBo VI 3 11 75 OH+ = le-
IZ-zi KUB XIII 13 Rs. 4 OH-) 
KBo VI 2 161 
KBo VI 2 II 60 (= tu-u-Rl-;s-KI-IZ-zi KBo VI 3 II 65 
OH+); IV 1 (= tu-u-Rl-IZ-zi KBo VI 3 II 73 OH+); IV 
12 (= tu-u-RI-ja-ごIKBo VI 3 IV 7 OH+) 
KBo VI 2 IV 12 (= [u]-e-mi-ja-zi KBo VI 3 IV 6 
OH+) 
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[ - ]-i[-I -z]i











-a-i-j -zi I I ++)
I III -i- - -zi I II
-a-i-j -zi I I ++)
I V - -i-IZ-zi I
- -zi ++)
I V i -zi I 42 +)
I V -i- -zi K I +)
I V -i- - [ -z ) I ,
+ )
I I -i -zi I I +)
I II - -i -zi I II H+);
V -i -zi I J3 OH+); I
-i -zi I OH+); - -i / -
[ ) I +); - -z
I V +)
X I II -zi I I H+);
X I I / -zi I II / -zi
I / -zi II II II
++); I -zi I
+)
I -zi I III t -
-zi II s. -)
I II
I II - l i I- -zi I I
+); V I - l -zi I II H+);
I-j -zi I +)




















KBo VI 2 II 38 (=必e-mi-ia-az-ziKBo VI 3 11 43 0日十
= u-e-mi-ja-z[i) KBo XIX 3 1 601-1++); II 58 (=ふe-
miイa-ziKBo VI 3 II 63 OH+); IV 1 (=詰-e-mi-ja-z[i)
KBo VI 3 IV 4 OH+); IV 49; KBo XIX 1 11149 (= [u-
e-}mi-ia-az-zi KBo VI 3 11 53 OH+ = u-e-mi-ia-zI KBo 
VI 8， 90H++) 
KBo VI 2 II 59 (= u-e-mi-ja-zI KBo VI 3 11 64 OH+) 
KBo VI 2 11 35 (= u-e-mi-ia-az-zi KBo VI 3 II 40 
01-1+) 
KBo VI 2 136 (= u-e-mi-ja-az-zi KBo VI 3 I57 OH+ 
= KAR-zi KBo VI 5 IV 21 0日++)
KBo VI 2 IV 53 (= uィー te-fZ-zIKBo VI 3 IV 52 OH+ = 
[u-e}-te-/Z-zi KUB XXIX 20今40百十+)
KBo VI 2 1 43(= u-ya-te-IZ-zi KBo VI 3 1 51OH+); 1 
46 (= u-ya-te-/Z-zE KBo VI 3 1 54OH+); 1 48 (= u-ya-
te-IZ-zi KBo VI 3 156 OH+); 1 53 
KBo VI 2 130 (= zi-nu-us-K/-/Z-zi KBo VI 3 I52 
01-1+ =zi・e-nu-uJ-K/-/Z-ziKBo VI 5 IV 12 01-1++) 
KUB XXIX 16 II 7; 11 9; 11 12 
KUB XXIX 16 11 6; 11 I 
KBo XIX 2 + KUB XXIX 16lII 5 (=ta-a-i-fZ-zi KBo 
VI3 11 35 01-1+) 
KBo XIX 2 + KUB XXIX 16 II 7 (= u-e-mE-e-/Z・zi
KBo VI 3 II 3701-1+) 
KBo VI 3 127 
KBo VI 3 11 76 
KBo VI 3 1 3;II 77 






-m]i I - i
- ]-t -zi
u y -t I -zi
i i-n - I-I -zi
I. . . 01- ) r- - u-uz-zi
- -i - ]
- -i - ]i
i-I -[z]i
I. . . 01-1 - i I-I -zi
- a-at- I-I -zi
-uz-zi
-zi
I II = u- - i-i -az-zi I III 1-1+
i-j - i] I 1601-1 ); 111 = u- -
i-i -zi I II +); II u i-j - i]
I +); ; I I -
] i-i - z-zi I III - - i-ia-zi
I ,
I II - - i-j -zi I III +)
I III - - i-i -az-zi I II
1-1 )
I II - - i-j -az-zi I I
R-zi I 1-1++)
I -e- / -zi I
- ]-t -I -zi I , 01-1++)
I I - -t -I -zi I I H+); I
- -t -I -zi I I +); I - -
-zi I +); I
I II I-I -zi I I
1-1 zi- - J- I-I -zi I 1-1 )
X II ; III ; III
X III ; III I
X + I I 5 - -i-/ -zi
I III 1-1 )
X + I II - i- I - i
I II 701-1 )
I
I III
I I 1 ; II


























KBo VI 312 
KBo VI 3 IV 60 
KBo VI 3 136 
KBo VI 3 161; II 20 
KBo VI 3 163 
KBo VI 3 I69 
KBo VI 3 166 
KBo VI 3 1 5
KBo VI 3 IV 3 
KBo VI 3 1I48 
KBo VI 3 IV 52; IV 55; IV 59 
KBo VI 3 1I29; I 31; IV 36; IV 37 (= pa-IZ-zi KBo XIX 
3 IV 50H++) 
KBo VI 3 161 
KBo VI 3 n 48 
KBo VI 3 IV 19 
KBo VI 3 155 
KBo VI 3 II 37; 11 40; II 43 
KBo VI 3 146 
KBo VI 3148 
KBo VI 3 158 (= PI-ja-na-IZ-ごiKBo Vl 5 IV 22 
0日++)
KBo VI 3 I54; IV 9 
KBo VI 3 I35; II 79; II 80 
KBo VI 3 143 (= PI-eS-.u目ja-ziKBo VI 5 I 23 011十+)











a s-si i -zi
- - i- -zi








p i-e-IJu-t -I -zi
pj b - i
pj j - -z]i
p f - i
p f-d-si-ja i



















I II ; III ; II
I
I
I II !-j -I -z I
OH )
I I ;
I I ; II ; II
I pi f-.fi- -zi I + )










KBo VI 3 1I1 
KBo VI 311 27 
KBo VI 3 123; 1 26 
KBo VI 3 16; n 29 
KBo VI 3 15 (= pit-Ie-nu-zi KBo VI 5 11 OH++) 
KBo VI 3 I25 
KBo VI 3126 
KBo VI 3 I39 
si-Ia-at-ta-R1-I-e-IZ-zI KBo VI 3 145 














KBo VI 3 1 3;1 5;1 7;1 9;1 11; 1 20; 11 36; 11 39 (= su-
ya-a-IZ-[zi) KBo XIX 3 1 IOH++ = su-ya-a-IZ-zi 
KUB XL 32， 3 OH-); KBo VI 3 II 42; 11 45; 11 47; 11 
59; II 68; IV 30 
KBo VI 31 18 
KBo VI 3 IV 51 
KBo VI 3 II 56 
KBo VI 3 1 30; 1 32; 1 36 (= s佐野a-IZ・ziKBo VI 5 1 5
OH++); 138 (= su-ya-IZ-zi KBo VI 5 1 7OH++); 11 
29; 11 34; 11 62; IV 2; IV 12・IV14・IV23 ; IV 25 
KBo VI 3 IV 16 
KBo VI 3 142 (= su-ya-a-IZ-zi KBo VI 5 122 OH++) 
KBo VI 3 1 34(= su-ya-IZ-zi KBo VI 5 1 3 OH++) 
KBo VI 3149 
KBo VI 3152 
KBo VI 3 IV 41 






it te - z-zi
it-te:..nu[- ]
i t ] -z]i
I II 1I
I II
I II ; II
I II ; II
I II it t -zi I II 1 ++)
I I
I U-lJa-a-IZ-zi I ++)




I V - - -I -[zi) I





lJ - -I] -zi
U-lJa-a-i-e-I -zi




- -I -zi I
[ t ] - l - i I I
i t-t - l i -zi I II
u u l -I -zi I I - - -]I -zi I
+ )
y - -I -zi I I ; I ; I ; I ; I II; I ; III ; III -
- -I -[z ) X I II - -a-I -zi
, H-); I II ; III ; III ; III




I I ; I ; I u-y -zi I I 1
++); - -I -zi I I 1 +); III


































KBo VI 3 1 46; 11 35; II 48; II 57; 1I1 58; II 60; IV 11; 
IV 13; IV 15; IV 18; IV 31; IV 38; IV 41; IV 42; IV 48; 
IV 50 
KBo Vl31V 45 
KBo VI 3 11 55 
KBo VI 3 1 53
KBo VI 3 IV 29 
KBo VI 3 1 48; 1 50; 11 46; 11 50 
KBo VI 3 IV 40 (= ta-a-lZ-zi KBo XIX 3 IV 9 OH++ = 
da-a-i-ia-zi KBo IX 70，5 OH-) 
KBo VI 3 11 26 
KBo VI 3 11 30 
KBo VI 3 137; 1 43; II 71; II 75; IV 46 
KBo VI 3 11 73 
KBo VI 3 IV 7 
KBo VI 3 11 65 
KBo VI 3 II 70 
KBo VI 3131 
KBo VI 3129 
KBo VI 3 1 51; 1 54; 1 56; 1 60 
KBo VI 3 11 37 
KBo VI 3 157; 11 40; II 43 
KBo VI 3 II 53 
KBo VI 3164・II63・11164・III65
KBo Vl3 IV 4 
KBo VI 3 IV 6 










- - - i
- i






y -t - -zi
u i- -zi
i-ia z-zi







I I ; III ; II ; II ; II ; II ; 1;






I I ; I ; III ; III
I -l -zi I
-a-i-i -zi , H-)
I III
I III







I I ; I ; I ; I
I III
I II ; III ; II
I II




1. b. B. (OH+) 
11. a) (OH++) 


















KBo VI 3 IV 28 (= da-a-i KBo VI 7， 13 OH++) 
KBo VI 3 IV 52; IV 62 (= [u}-e-te-lZ-zi KBo XIV 65 IV 
50H-) 
KBo VI 3 I52 
KUB XXVI 5611 5 
KUB XXIX 19，7 
KUB XXIX 19， 3 
KBo XII 49 II 1 
KBo VI 5 IV 7 
KBo VI 5 IV 7 
KBo VI 5 IV 18 
KBo VI 5 I5 
KBo VI 5 IV 22 
KBo VI 5 IV 16 
KBo VI 5 1 21
KBo VI 5 123 
KBo VI 5 I1 
KBo VI 5 11 4 
sI-Ia-at-tal-LI-iα-az-zI KBo VI 5 IV 3 
su-ua-IZ-zi KBo Vl 5 1 3; 1 15; 1 17 
su-ua-a-IZ-zi KBo VI 5122 
suータ[a-a-}IZ-zi KBo Vl 5 IV 13 
te-IZ-zi KBo VI 5 IV 2 
KA立-zI KBo VI 5 IV 21 
zi-e-nu-us-KI-IZ-zi KBo VI 5 IV 12 
11. c) A. (OH++) sU-l}a-a-IZ-zi KBo VI 6 1 38
sU-l}a-a-IZ[-zi] KBo VI 6146 
da-a-i-Ia-zi KBo VI 6 1 33; 1 39 
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-I - i I - -i I , ++)
u I -zi I ; }-e-t -l -zi I
-
i-n I-I -zi I I
I. . . O - -r -I -zi I II
II. O ~ -IZ-zi X ,
[ - i] X ,
- i II II 1
II. O - s-sa-ni-j -zi I
-I -zi I
r- - u-uz-zi I
i-e b -t -zi I I
i-ja- - - i I
i -zi I
i j -zi I 1
i d-si-ja i I
i -zi I I 1
it te[-n z- ]i I III
i j t l I-ja z-zi I





-e-n I-I -zi I
II. ) . O ) -lJa-a-I -zi I I
- Ja-a-I [- } I I
-a-i-j -zi I I ; I
11. c) B. (OH++) pa-IZ-zi KBo XIX 3 IV 5 
[p]a!寸u-nu-zi KBo XIX 31 16 
su-ya-a-IZ-戸i] KBo XIX 31 1 
[su] -Ija-a-IZ-z i KBo XIX 318 
[su]-u-空a-a-IZ-[zi] KBo XIX 3 IV 1 ] 
ta-a-l-la-zI KBo VI 8今2
ta-a-IZ-zi KBo XIX 3 IV 6・IV9 
da-a-IZ-zI KBo XIX 31 19 
u-e-ml-[Q-Zl KBo VI 8. 9 
u-e-mi-la-z[i] KBoXIX3116 
II. c) C. (OH++) kar-PI-i-IZ-zi KBo VI 9 15 
II. c) E. (OH-) su-u-ya-a-IZ-z[i] KUB XIII 1311 7 
da-a-i-e-IZ-z[i] KUB XIII 1311 4 
-[Ja句zi KUB XIlI 13 1 9 
te-IZ-zI KUB XIII 13 Rs. 4 
11. c) F. (OH-) par-ku-nu-zi KUB XXIX 17‘4 
su-ua-a-IZ-zi KUB XXIX 17、3
[u]-e-te-IZ-zi KBo XIV 65 IV 5 
1. c) G. (OH-) -i]s-KI-IZ-zi KBo VI 21. 4 
11. d) (OH-) su-ua-a-IZ-zi KUB XL 32. 3 
su-ya-a・IZ-z[i] KBo XII 48今4
da-a・I-Ea-zI KBo IX 70， 5 
(OH++) ar-nu-zl KBo XIX 4 IV 9 
[e-l]T-RJ-iS・Kl-IZ-ごi KBo XIX 4 IV 8 
[h←u] k-KI-IZ-zi KBo XIX 4 IV 2 
su-u-e-IZ-[zi] KBo XIX 4 IV 6 
[u-e]-te-1Z-zi KUB XXIX 20. 4 
II. (OH++) an-nI-is-KI-1Z-zi KBo VI 4124 
????
II. 8. O -I -zi X
r-k -zi IX ] ]
- - -[z X I ]]
y - X I
i- -y - -[zi} X I ]
-i j -zi ] ,
-zi X ;
- -I -zi X I
i-ja zi I .
i-j } oXI 3I]
]1. . O r-pJ-i- -zi I
. . - - II II
- -i } II II
/ - i I I II
- i II s.
II. . - r- - u-zi X ] .
y - -I -zi X .
- -t - i V
II. . - } I- -zi I .
II. - y - -I -zi ,
- } II ,
-i j i X 70,
O -zi X
] l i - l- -z X
Iu- - I-I -zi X
- - -[zi} X
t -zi X .
I . O -ni-i f- -zi I I
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ba-pal-la・sa-IZ-zi KBo VI 4 1 22
ba-ap-PI-ra-IZ-zi 瓦BoVI 4 IV 40 
i-;a-az-zi KBo VI 4 IV 14 
i-ja-zi KBo VI 4 IV 29・IV35; IV 37 
[i-j]a-zi KBo VI 4 IV 39 
kar-PI-i-e-IZ-zi KBo VI 4 IV 27; IV 34 
kar-PI-IZ-zi KBo VI 4 IV 36 
ku-ut-ru-ua-a-IZ-zI KBo VI 4 IV 10 
ku-u-ut-ru-ua-a・IZ-zi KBo VI 4 IV 7 
pa，・-ku・nu-zI KBo VI 4 IV 1; IV 2 
Pl-e-hu-te-IZ-zi KBo VI 4 IV 6 
PI-eSセヤ-az-zi KBo VI 4 1 41; 143 
sa-ak-ta-IZ-zi KBo VI 4 1 23
su-ua-a-;-e-IZ-zi 瓦BoVI 4 1 34
da-a-i-ia-zi KBo VI 4 IV 41 
te-IZ-zi KBo VI 4 IV 32 
dU-'la-ar-ni-IZ-zi KBo VI 4 1 27; 1 30 
u-e-mi-ja-zi KBo VI 4 IV 5; IV 7; IV 8; IV 10 
CTH292. **101・200
I. a. A. 1 (OH)α-nI-e-IZ-zi 
i・e-IZ-zi
KUB XXIX 30 1 21 (= a-ni-ja-zi KBo VI 26 1 13 
OH++ = a-ni-ja-an-zi五じBXXIX 31， 40Hー);1 22 
(= a-ni-ja-zi KBo VI 26 1 15 OH++ = [a-ni-j]a-an・zI
KUB XXIX 31，6 OH-); I 23 (= a・M・ja-ziKBo VI 26 
1 16 OH++ = a-ni-ja-an-zi KUB XXIX 31，8 OH-= a-
ni-ja-zi KBo VI 15， 4 OH++) 
KUB XXIX 29 Vs. 10 (= [i-j]α-zI五BoVI 10 11 20 
0百十+)
? ???
- l-I - - -zi




r- f-i- - - i
r-pl- -zi
- t 'l - -I -zi
ru-'l - - i
r k - -zi






-'l - r-ni-I -zi
i-j -zi
292. §§ -


















I I ; I
I V ; ; ;
X II - i-j -zi I I
- i -zi KU I , O -); II
- i-j -zi I I -ni-ij -zi
X 1, H-); I -ni-j -zi I
I - i -zi I 1, - -
i i -zi I , ++)
































KUB XXIX 30 I 9; Il 10 (= ku-us-ne-fZ-zi KBo VI 10 
II 36 OH++); I 1 
KUB XXIX 38 1 1 (=lu-uk-KI-fZ-zI KBo VI 12123 
OH++) 
KUB XXIX 28，9 (= sルlja-a-IZ-ziKBo VI 10 I 19 
OH++) 
KUB XXIX 25， 5 
KUB XXIX 28ラ3(= ta-i-e-lZ-zi KBo VI 10 1 10 
OH++ = -]e-IZ-zi KBo VI 19 I 70H-) 
KUB XXIX 25， 12 (= ta-a-i-e-I[Z-zi] KBo VI 141 15 
OH++) 
KUB XXIX 25ラ6(= ta-a-I-e-IZ-zI KBo VI 14 1 10 
OH++) 
KUB XXIX 28今 12(= la-I・e-lZ-ziKBo VI 10 I 25 
OH++) 
KUB XXIX 28， 5 (= ta-I・e-lZ-ziKBo VI 10 1 13 
OH++) 
KUB XXIX 30 I 7 (= ti-ja-zi KBo VI 10 II 32 
OH++); I 8 (= ti-ja-zI KBo VI 10 11 33 OH++ = tI-i-e-
IZ-ご[i]KBo XIV 66 I 40H++) 
KUB XXIX 30 I 19 (= ti-ja-.ごiKBo VI 26 1 100討++)
KUB XXIX 30 I 16 (= ti-ja-zi KBo VI 26 I 6 OH++ = 
ti-ja-ごiKUB XIII 15 Rs. 40H-) 
KUB XXIX 25. 9 (= tI-IT-ta-nu-uご-ziKBo VI 141 12 
OH++) 
KUB XXIX 30 1 20 (= tu-Rf-ja-zi KBo VI 26 I 1
OH++) 
KUB XXIX 30 I 5 (= ur-Kf-ja-fZ-zi KBo VI 10 11 30 
ヮ ?? 。














- I-j -I -zi
I ; I - s- e-I -zi I
II ++); I II
I I I-I - i I I
++)
X , U-lJ - -I -zi I I
++)
,
, I -zi I II
-zi I I -
, -i -z ] I I
++)
X , -i -zi I I
++)
, t -i- -I -zi I I
++)
, -i- -I -zi I II
++)
I -zi I 1I
++); I -zi I III i -
-z i I OH++)
I ja-z I261 0 OH++)
I -zi I 6
-z II s. -
. i-IT ta-n z i I I
++)
II J-j -zi I 26 1
++)
I II ( r- I-j -I -zi I III
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u-e-te-JZ-zi 




I. a. A. IV (OH) pa-JZ-z[.ザ
[pa]-IZ-zi 
1. a. E. (OH++) ti・i-e-IZ-z[，ザ










KUB XXIX 29 Vs. 6 
KUB XXIX 32， 6 (= a-rα<-u>-IZ-zi KBo VI 26.11 14 
OH++) 
KUB XXIX 32， 4 (= bu-u-ul-la-az-zi五BoVI 26 1 1 
OH++) 
KUB XXIX 32， 5 (= [1U-U-UιLI-ia-az-zi KBo VI 26 1
13 OH++) 
KUB XXIX 32ラ6(= pa-IZ-zi KBo VI 26 1 15 OH++) 
KUB XXIX 36 Vs. 3 
KUB XXIX 36 Vs. 6 (= pa-IZ-zi KBo VI 1415 OH++) 
KBo XIV 66 1 4 
KUB XXIX 21， 15 (= ar-sa-a-IZ-zi KBo VI 12 1 20 
OH++) 
KUB XXIX 21. 7 (= ar-se-IZ-zi KBo VI 121 12 
OH++) 
KUB XXIX 23，2 (= lu-uk-KI-IZ-zi KBo VI 1 13 
0討++)
KUB XXIX 2212 (= sU-1Ja-a-IZ-zi KBo VI 12 [ 16 
OH++) 
KUB XXIX 22 1 6 (= s佐野a-a-IZ-z[i]KBo VI 1 1 3 
OH++) 
KUB XXIX 21，6 (= ta-i-ja-zi KBo VI 121 1 OH++) 
KUB XXIX 23， 14 (= [da-]a-i-ja-az-zi KBo VI 1 1 
19 OH++ = da-a-i-e-IZ[-zi] KBo VI 16，4 OH-) 
KUB XXIX 22 1 15 (= ta-a-i-ja-zi KBo VI 1 1 13 
OH++) 
KUB XXIX 23‘1 
? ?? ?
-t I -zi
I. . . I O - -I -zi
- l- I-I -zi
- l- I - }
- - }
. . . V O -IZ-z[i}
]-I -zi
I. . . O i- I i}
. . . O -. - -zi
a]r - - i
- I-I - }
SU-lJa-a-IZ-zi







X , - a - -IZ-zi I 6·II
+ )
X , -u-ul-l -az-zi K I II II
+ )
X , bu u ul- I-i - z-zi I 26 II
+ )
X , a-I -zi I II ++)
X s.
X s. a-I -zi I I 0 )
V II
X , r- - -I -zi I I
+ )
X , r- -I -zi I I
+ )
X , I-I -zi I II
OH )
X I -lJa-a-IZ-zi I I
+ )
I 6 U-lJa-a-IZ-z[i) III I 3
+ )
X 1, -i -zi I I 1 ++)
X , -]a-i-j - z-zi III I
-a-i- - [-z ) I 6, -)




1. b. C. (OH++) (S}u-野a-a-IZ-zi

















































KBo VI 13 1 18 (= i-e-IZ-ごIKBo VI 26 I 80H++) 
KBo VI 13 13 (= kar-as-2I KBo VI 26 1 47 OH++) 
KBo VI I 15 
KUB XIII 30， 2 (= se-eS-KI-IZ-2I KBo VI 26 II 49 
OH++) 
KBo VI 1 1 10; I 14; KBo VI 13 1 14 (= suーかi-IZ-zi
KBo VI 26 I 4 OH++) 
KBo VI 1 13 
KBo VI 1 1 19 
KBo VI 1 1 13 
KBo VI 1 1 18 (= la-I-e-IZ-zi KBo VI 10 I 21 OH++) 
KBo VI 13 1 9;KBo VI 13 1 1(= te-IZ-zi KBo VI 26 Il
20H++) 
KBo VI 13 115 (= u-IZ-2I KBo VI 26114 OH++) 
KBo VI 26 1 13; 1 15; I 16 
KBo Vl 26 1 14 
KBo VI 261V 15 
KBo VI 261110; IV 11; IV 18 
KBo VI 26 II 22; IV 12 
KBo VI 26 Il1 
KBo VI 26 I 13 
KUB XXIX 24， 1 (=β-j}a-zi KBo VI 10 1 25 OH++) 
KBo VI 26 I 8 
KBo VI 26 1 29 
KBo VI26130 
KBo VI 26 I 15 




I. . . O LJa-a-I -zi











II. a) 8. (OH++) a-ni-la-zi
a-ra<-u>-IZ-zi
fj - -i - i
lJu-is- u-zi
- s- [ }-zi
b - -ul-I - z-zi








I I -zi I I OH++)
I r- s-zi I I ++)
I I
III , - I-I -zi I 26 II
++)





III I t i -zi I ++)
I I ; I I II -zi I 26 I
I I - -zi I 1 ++)





I 26 I II
I I


























11. a) C. (OH++) seィs-KI-IZ-z[i]





KBo VI 26 1 23 (= par-ku-nu-uz-zi KBo VI 18今2
OH++) 
KBo VI 26 121 
KBo VI 26 II 49; IV 26 (= se-es-KI-IZ-z[i] KBo XXII 
66 VI 13 OH++) 
KBo VI 26 I4 
KBo VI 26 1 34 
KBo VI 26 1 25 (= te-lZ-zi KBo VI 15， 15 OH++); I 
2; IV 10 
KBo VI 26 1 51; IV 13 
KBo VI 26 II 22 
KBo VI 26 1 6・110
KBo VI 26 II 25; IV 19 
KBo VI 26 IV 24 
KBo VI 26 1 35 
KBo VI 26 1 1
KBo VI 26 I4 
KBo VI 26 IV 10; IV 17 
KBo VI 26 IV 13
KBo VI 26 IV 19 
KBo VI 26 IV 22 
KBo VI 26 IV 8 
KBo XXII 66 VI 13 
KBo VI 10 II 28 
KBo VI 10125・IJI20 
KBo VI 10111 36 
KBo VI 10 I 1 18 





















II. . O -eS I- -
II. . O fJa- -pa-ra-l -zi
i iJ - i
- s- e-I -zi
- Z- i
U-l}a-a-IZ-zi
I 26 I r- u-nu-uz-zi I ,
++)
I 26 II








I I 6; I
I II ;











I 10 125; 111
I III
I I I









































II. b) D. (OH++)a・ni-ja-zi
ha-an-da・a-IZ-zi
te-IZ-zi 
KBo VI 10 11 31 
KBo VI 10 I 6; Il 16 
KBo VI 10 I 28 
KBo VI 10 121; I 10; 1I 11; 1 13; I 14; 1 17; 1 20; 1 
21・125 
KBo Vl 10 I 3 1 
KBo VI 10 I 8 (= ta-i-e-IZ-z{i] KBo VI 1911 50H-) 
KBo VI 10111 29 
KBo VI 10 II 32; 1 33 
KBo VI 10 II 30 
KBo VI 12120 
KBo VI 121 12 
KBo VI 12 1 17; 1 23 
KBo VI 12 1 16 
KBo VI 12 1 2;1 8 
KBo VI 121 1 
KBo VI 12125 
KBo VI 1415 
KBo VI 18，2 
KBo VI 141 14 
KBo VI 141 10 
KBo VI 141 15 
KBo VI 1911 7 
KBo VI 19 n 5 
KBo VI 141 12 
KBo VI 15，4 
KBo VI 15， ]0 

























ti- T-t - z-zi
. . O - i -zi
lw- - - -I -zi
t -zi
I III
I 11 ; I
I I
I ; I ; I ; II ; I ; II ; 1 0; 1
; 1
I I 1
I 11 - i I -)
I III




I I ; I
I I















1. b) E. (OH-) ta-a-i・e-JZ-zi














CTH 336. Myth of Inara 
5. C. (OH) te-JZ-zi 
[te]-JZ-zi 
te-JZ-z[i] 
CTH 416. Rutual for the King and Queen 





1. B. (OH) pa-lZ-zi 
te-lZ-zi 
[1Ja-] ab-nu-u[z-zi] 
CTH 536. Physical portents 
KUB XIII 15， 3 
KUB XIII 15 Rs. 5 
KBo XIX 9，8 
KBo VI 16，4 
KUB XLIII 25， 5;6 
KUB XLIn 25， 7 
KUB XLIn 25， 9 
KBo XVII 1 16 
KBo xvn 1 11 17 
KBo XVII 1 1 40
KBo XVII 1 II 13 
KBo XVII 1 n 32 (= [1Ja-]αb-nu-u[z-zリKBoXVII 3 13 
OH) 
KBo XVII 4 I9 
KBo XVII 4 113 
KBo XVII 3 13 
4. (OH-) [bu-] is-nu-zi KBo XIIJ 13 Rs. 16 
na-ak-KJ-e-zI KBo XIII 13 Vs. 14 
[ n]a-ak-ku-us噌sIィ-zI KBo Xll 13 Vs. 6 
na-ak-ku-us-sI-e-zi KBo XII 13 Vs. 13 
[ta] -an-na-at-te-JZ-zi KBo XIII 13 Vs. 1 
[ta-an-na-at] -te-lZ-zi KBo XIII 13 Rs. 2 
??? ?












L II , ;
II ,
II ,




















H . ysi al rt t








t -at-t -I - i II s. II
ta - t te I - i III s.
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CTH 538. Summa izbu 
3. (OH++) [-lQ-Zl KUB XXXIV 19 IV 3 
mu・um-mi-e-I[Z-zi} KUB XXXIV 19 1 9 
CTH 539. 'Ifa sign...' 
2. (OH+) u-e-mi-IZ-zi KBo XIII 31 1 2 
(-)1ja-al-ga-nu-uz-zi KBo XIII 31 1 1
CTH 540. 'Ifa woman gives birth...' 
II. 5. (OH++) ta-na-an-te-IZ-z[i] 
CTH 547. Liver Models 
II. (OH) hu-ul-Ia-az-zi 
!;u-la-a-LI-IZ-zi 
pa・IZ-zi





CTH 631. Ritual/Festival ofthe Storm 







KBo XIII 34 II 18 
KUB XXXVII 223 V s.4 
KUB XXXVII 223 Rs. 5 
KUB XXXVII223 obv. B 2 
KBo XX 3 Rs. 1 
KBo XX 21 Jミs.2
KBo XVII 74 IV 34 
KBo XVII 74 I 22 
五BoXVII 74 11 7 
KBo XVII 74 1 13; 1 24; 1 32 
KBo XVII 741 14 
KBo XVII 74 I 26 
KBo XVII 74 1 28 
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H . m z




H . If . .'
. O i-I -zi
)lj - l - u-uz-zi
H . 'If a i . .'
. . O - n-te-I -z[i)




. O lJu-ul-l -az-zi




XVII 2 v. 2







H 1. it l/ esti l t rm
. . O I - i
- - [-
- -lJ -I -zi
lj - -zi
-lJ - -I -zi
- -lJa- -I -zi








pa-!Z-zi ABoτ917; KBo XVII 74134; I 3; 1 9; 1 26; I 28; 
I 33; IV 18; IV 21; IV 31 
[p]a-!Z-zi KBo XVII 74 IV 19 
P!-eS-si-IZ-zi KUB XXXIV 1231 10 
ti-i-e-IZ-zI KBo XVII 74 IV 19 
[ti-i-]e-IZ-zi KBo XVII 74 1 13 
ti-e-IZ-zi ABoT 9 18 
[ti-e幽I]Z-zi ABoT 913 
u-IZ-zi KBo XVII 74 1 27; 1 29; 1 34; IV 28; IV 32 
1. B. (OH) ak-ku-us・K!-z[i] KBo XVII I IV 7 (= [aιku-us-] K!-IZ-zi KBo XVII 
74 IV 34 OH+) 
pa-IZ-zi KBo XVII 1 1 16; 1 19 (= pa-IZ-zi KBo xvn 74 1 34 
OH+); KBo XX 12 12 (= pa-IZ-zi ABoτ917 OH+); 
KBo XX 12 1 7;KUB XLIn 26 IV I (= pa-IZ-zi KBo 
XVII 74 IV 18 OH+); IV 14 (= pa-!Z-zi KBo XVII 74 
IV 21 OH+) 
[pa-I]Z-zi KUB XLIII 26 IV 12 (= [p]a-IZ-zi KBo XVII 74 IV 19 
OH+) 
ti-e-IZ-zi KBo XX 12 1 8;KUB XLIII 26 IV 12 (= ti-i-e-IZ-zI 
KBo xvn 74 IV 19 OH+) 
[t]i-e-IZ-zi KBo XVII 1 I 20 
ti・e-!Z-[zi} KBo XX 1213 (= ti-e-IZ-zi ABoT 9 18 OH+) 
u-IZ-zi KBo XVII J 1 IV 2 (= u-IZ-zi KBo XVII 74 IV 28 
OH+); IV 6 (= u-!Z-zi KBo XVII 74 IV 32 OH+) 
[u]-IZ-zi KBo XVII J 1 1 4(= u-IZ-zi KBo XVII 74 I 29 OH+) 
6. (OH++) 。-ru-ua-a-!Z-zi KBo XVlI 75 1 37 
hu-i-nu-zI KBo xvn 75 IV 35 




















a- -ll - -I -zi
[Iu-i- -zi
-l -zi
T 9 I 7; II I 34; I ; II ; II ; 11 8;






II ; I ; I ; ;
II 11 k- - J(I-I -zi VII
V +)
II 1 I ; I a-I -zi XVII I
+); a-l -zi T +) ;
X I ; III 11 a-l -zi
II V +); a-I -zi II
V +)
L II ] -l -zi II
+)
X I ; L II l -zi
XVII +)
II 1 1
X l -zi +)
II 1 -l -zi II
+); V -I -zi II +)
II 1 I 1 -l -zi II +)
VII I
XVII





KBo XVII 75 IV 7 
KBo XVII 75 1 2;1 4;I 8;1 26; 1 28; 1 32 
KBo XVII 75 1 5 
CTH 645. Fragments ofFestivals for Chthonic Deities 
6. B. (OH) u-lZ-zi 瓦BoXVII 15 Vs.~ 18; Vs.~ 19 
7. (OH) PI-is-Kl-z[i' KUB XLIn 30 11 20 
ti-e-lZ-zI KUB XLIn 3011 16 
CTH 649. Fragments ofFestivals naming the NI子、LDINGIR
5. A. (OH) pa-lZ-z[i] KBo XX 5 Vs. 2 
u-lZ-zi KBo XX 5 Rs. 4 
CTH 654. Fragments naming the People of Kurustama 
4. (OH+) pa-IZ-zi KBo XIII 175 Vs. 5 
CTH 662. Offerings for Local Cu1ts 
6. (OH-) [t]i-i・e-lZ-zI KBo XVII 31， 9 
CTH 663. Offerings: names of gods at the beginning ofthe line 
5. (OH-) a-ru-ua-lZ-zI 
pa-lZ-zi 
ti-e-lZ-zi 
KBo XVII 191 10; 1 9 
KBo XVII 1917 
KBo XXV 52 1 9 
CTH 665. Fragments naming the LU ME5 asusala-
1. A. (OH) 
1. B. (OH) 
ti-I-e-lZ-zi 
te-e-I[Z-zi] 
KBo XVII 36 I 9 




-[i-]e I - i
II
II I ; I ; ; I ; I ; I
II I 5
H . ent f Festi al ht ni eiti
. . O I -zi K II ;
. O pj l-z[l II III
-e I - i II II
H . ent f Festi al i IN.
. . O -I X 5 s.
I -zi X s.
H . ent i l ur a
. O -I -zi II Vs.
H . ff r cal lt
. - i i- I -zi II .
H . ff ri s: t i i f t
. - -y -I -zi
-I -zi
-e I - i
II I ; II
II
V II
H . ent i Uf s l -
. . O
. . O




CTH 669. Large Fragments of Festivals 
24. A. (0註) pa-/Z-z{i) KBo XVII 9 IV 10 
!i-i-/Z-zi KBo XXV 12 1 5;1 14 
u-/Z-zi KBo XVII 9 IV 10; KBo XXV 121 13 
30. (OH) a-nI-/Z-zI KBo XX 10 1 5;Il 1 
ls-par-nu-zl KBo XX 10 1 12; 1 9 
pa-/Z-zi KBo XX 10 1 2;1 6;1I 2 
P I-hu-te-zi KBo XX 1014 
P l-hu-te-lZ-zI KBo XX 20 1 10; Il 7 
zi-in-ni-z{i] KBo XX 1015 
31. (OH+) ha-an-ta-a-lZ-zi KBo XX 33 Vs. 9 
ふlZ-zi KBo XX 33 Rs. 8 
CTH 670. Fragments ofFestivals 








CTH733. Invocations ofHattic Deities 
11. 2. (OH) te-IZ-zi 
te-lZ-zi 
1. 3. (OH) 
te{ーIZ-]ごi
fりe-IZ-zi
KUB XVII 16，4 
KUB XLIn 28 1 4; I 7 
KBo XX 37 Vs. 3 
KBo XVII 28， 1; KUB XLIII 28 1 6 
KBo XVII 29 I 5 
KBo XVII 30 I 5; KBo XX 33畏s.8; KBo XX 50， 2 
KBo XX 18 Rs. 3 
KBo XVII 29 1 3 
KUB XXXI 143 n 18 
KUB XXXI 143 1 28 
KUB XXXI 143 11 10 














J b -t -zi
J b -t -l -zi
i [i
b - n-t -a-l -zi
u- -zi
II
V I ; I
II ; I
X I ; I
X I ; II
X I ; I ; II
X I




H . ent f Festi al
OH [ J is /-/ -zi II ,
lja-a-l -zi II II ; I
s-p - /-/[ - s.
-/ z II , 1; L II II
i i II 5
-zi II I ; R . ; ,
Ja-as-se-l [-zi} X s.
z - [z- II I 3












II. 4. (OH) pa-IZ-zi KBo XXV 112 I 16 
CTH 744. Fragments containing Hattic 
18. A. (0百) i-e-IZ-zi KBo XVII 43 1 15 
KBo XVII 4318; 1 12; 1 13; 1 17; IV 6 pa-IZ申zi
pa苧ap-par-as・KJ-JZ-zi KBo XVII 43 1 10 
PI-eS-si-i-e-IZ-zi KBo XVII 43 1 16 
zi-IK-KI-JZ-zi 
u-JZ-zi 
KBo XVII 43 IV 3 
KBo XVII 43 IV 5 
KBo XVII 18 Il9; I 13 18. C. (OH) pa-IZ-zi 
pa-ap-par-as-KJ-IZ-zi KBo XVII 18 1I 1 





KBo XVll 35 II 1 
KBo XX 391k. Kol. 1 
CTH 752. Ritual and Myth (Palaic and Hittite) 
1. A. (OH+) za-as-KJ-I[Z-zi] KUB XXXII117 Vs. 10 
1. B. (OH) is・ta-an-ta-a-i-JZ-zi KUB XXXV 164 I 5 
Uncatalogued 
OH a-ru-日a-i-IZ-z[i] KBo XXV 12711 4 
a-ru-I:!a-JZ-zi KBo XXV 65 r 8;95 1 7;StBot 26， Nr. 152 V s.r.Kol. 5 
[a-}ru-I:!a-JZ-zi StBot 26‘Nr. 152 Vs. r.Kol. 2 
[a-ru-I:!}a-JZ-zi StBot26， Nr. 152 Vs. r.Kol. 7 
a-ru-lja-JZ-z[i] KBo XXV 127 1 9 
ha-at-Rl-es-KJ-JZ-ご KBoXXIl 1 V s. 22 
[b }u-Ia-a-LI-e-z[i]フ KBoXXV 100 Rs. 3 
? ??
. . O -I -zi I
. . O
H . ent t a ti
. . OH -zi II I
Z- i II I 8; I ; I ; I ;
- irr- - I-I -zi II I
pJ-d-si-i-e-I - i II I
-IK I-I -zi II
-l -zi II
-I -zi II I ; I
- - i r-as-KI-IZ-zi II I 1
H . sti l
. O a- { }
II O -y -I -zi
II II I
k. . II
H . it l yt l i i tit )
l . O I- - XII 11 s.





- -y -l -zi
-y l
b - t- J- - I-I -zi
-I -a-LI-e-z[if
II
; r ; t ot , r. . K .
t , r. s. K .
, r. s. . .
II









KBo XXV 45，7 
KBoXXV 84 1 5 
KBo XXV 12711 7; XXV 147 Rs. 7 
KBo XXV 23 Vs. 3; XXV 36 II 4; XXV 44，1; XXV 
44， 5;XXV 88， 5;XXV 88， 10; XXV亨6，4;
KBo XXV 36 I 4; KBo XXV 93， 3 
KBo XXV 86 Rs. 4 
KBoXXV 85‘2; XXV 88， 21 
KBoXXV 86畏s.3
KBo XXV 82 Rs. 12 
五BoXXV 119，3 
KBo XXV 31 I 7 
KBo XXV 12711 8 
KBo XXV 84 1 4;XXV 87， 3 
KBo XXV 106， 7 
KBo XXV 51 1 14 
KBo XXV 73 lk. Kol. 8 
KBo XXV 123， 1 
KBo XXV 51 1 17; Bo 1291 I 6 (in StBoτ25， Nr. 47); 
Bo 1291 I 12; Bo 375211 2 (in StBoτ25， Nr. 104) 















pa-IZ-z[，リ KBoXXV 73 r. Kol. 5 
[pal]-u-lja-1Z-zi Bo 5478 1 2 (inStBoT 25， Nr. 46) 
su-un・ni-eS-KI-IZ-zi Bo 3752 I 5 
ti-i-IZ-zi Bo 1291 II 8 
tI-e-IZ-zI KBo XXV 51 1 10 
































s. ; II ; , ;














I ; I T 2 , r. 7);
I ; II i B T , r. 4)
s.
. .









Bo 6594 1 9 (inStBoT 25， Nr. 41); KBo XXV 51 1 16 
Bo 5333 1 2 (in StBoT 9) 
Bo 1291 IIl20 
ApPENDIX B 
List of the Forms Classified by Stem 
akkusk-"drin主repeatedly'‘
OH ak-ku-us-KI-z[i} 














KBo XVIl 1 IV 7 
KBo XVIl 74 IV 34 
KUB XXIX 30 I 21; I 22; I 23 
KBo XX 10 1 5;1 1 
KBo VI 15，4; KBo VI 26 1 13; 1 15; 1 16 
KBo VI 21 18 
KBo VI 3127 
KBo VI 4 1 24
KBo VI 2 IV 4 
KBo Vl 3 11 76 





I 9 , r. 1); I




k t l "
H - s- I-z[ij
OH+ - - s-j I-I -zi
ija- " form"
OH a i- -zi
i -zi
+ a i j - i
s " form t l
H - i- I-I -zi
- i I-I -zi
- i-i I-I -zi
a atarij " ande , ze"
H - a-t - -zi
- a-at- I-I -zi
ap i t t ly"
H -j /-i - I-I -zi
V I II
V I
I ; I ; I
to I ; II
























arlzai-"make the rounds'" 
OH+ ar-lza-a-lZ[-z] i KBo XVII 74 1122 
arnu-“bring" 
OH 。r-nu-uz・Zl KBo VI 2 1 2 ; 1 6 38 
ar-nu-Zl KBo VI 21V 5 
OH+ ar-nu-UZ-Zl KBo VI 3 1 3;II 77 
ar-nu-Zl KBo VI 3 1 4;1 7;19; 1 47; IV 61 
[af・-nu-z]i KBo VI 3 12 






KBo VI 12120 
KUB XXIX 21，15 
KBo VI 121 12 







KBo XXV 127 I 4 
KBo XXV 65 1 8;95 1 7;StBot 26‘Nr. 152 Vs. r.Ko1. 5 
StBot 26句Nr.152 Vs. r.Kol. 2 
StBot 26， Nr. 152 Vs. r.Kol. 7 






















KUB XXIX 32, 6
KBo VI 26 II 14
II II
I I 2 ; I ; I
I I
I I 1 ; II






H - l -i - [i
lla-l -zi
- l -l -zi
- l] -l -z
-ll -l i]
I
I ; I ; t ot . r. s. K l.
t , r. s. K .
t t , r. Vs. . .
V II
-65-





















bapparai-“give out， sel" 
OH' ba帯ap-pa-ra-IZ-zi
OH+ ba-ap-pa-ra-IZ-zi 
KBo XXV 51 1 14 
KBo XXV 73 Ik. Kol. 8 
KBo XVII 74 II 7; KBo XX 391k.五01.1 
KBo XVII 741 13; 1 24; I 32; KUB XLlI 28 1 4; I 7 
KBo XVII 741 14 
KBo XVII 74 1 26 
KBo XVII 74 I 28 
五BoXVII 19 I 10; I 9 
KBo XVII 75 137 
KBo XVII 1 16 
KBo VI2 IV 59 
KBo VI 3 IV 60 
KBo VI 21. 4 
KBo XIX 4 IV 8 
KBo XX 33 Vs. 9 
KBo VI 15. 10 
KBo VI 4 1 22
KBo XIX I 117 
KBo VI 3 I36 
-66 
- l -I -zi
- -z[i}
-lJ - -z
lJ - -I -zi
l - - -z
l - -I -zi






II II ; Ik. Kol. II




K II ; I
II
OH - I-I -zi II I
H ]s- I I -zi
I - I-d- I I -zi
I-I -zi
] I-i I-I -zi
di t , a
b - -zi
H++ b -a- -zi
all sdi-
- al-I -s -I -zi
ardi- " t, ll
' - - a-ra-I -zi













KUB XXVI 56 1 5 
KBo VI 1011128 
KBo VI 4 IV 40 
!Jatresk-"write repeatedly" 
OH ha-at-RI-eS-KI-IZ-zi KBo XXII 1 V s. 22 
!Juisnu-日keepalive" 
OH- [!Ju-} is-nu-zI 
OH++ !;zu-u-is-nu-zi 
hu-;s-nu-zi 
? ? ???????? ? ?，???
KBo XIII 13 Rs. 16 
KBo VI 26 IV 15 
KBo VI 26 1 10; IV 1; IV 18; KBo XVII 75 IV 35 
KBo VI 26 II 22・IV12 
!Jullai-“destroy'‘ 
0討 hu-uιLI-IZ-zi KUB XXIX 32， 4 
!Ju・ul-LI-I[Z-zリ KUB XXIX 32， 5 
hu-ul-la-az-zi KUB XXXVII 223 Vs. 4 
hu-la-a-LI-IZ-ZI KUB XXXVII 223 Rs. 5 
[!J}u-la-a-Lf・e-z[if KBo XXV 100 Rs. 3 
!Ju-ul-[ KBo 11 22 V s.34 
!Ju-ul-LI-[ KBo 11 22 Vs. 35 
OH++ hu-u・ul-la-az-zi KBo VI 26 I I 
hu-u-ul-LI-ia-az-zi KBo VI 26 IJ3 




KBo VI 2 1 60




lJa- - a-ra-I -zi













I II ; II; ; II
I II ;
lJiilli i " t "
OH lJu- l- I-I -zi X ,
lJu- l- I- - i} X ,
lJu-ul-l - z-zi VII s.
lJu-la-a-LI-I -zi VII s.
lJ}u-la-a-LI-e-z[i/ V s.
lJ -ul- III .
lJu-ul- I- III s.
lJu- - l-l - z-zi I I I
lJu-u-ul-LI-j -az-zi I 26 I 1
b I -zi I s.
j - ,
OH l- - i
i- -I -zi
I I
II I ; I s.
i-e-IZ-{zi} KBo XXV 96， 5 
i-IZ-zI KBo VI 2 150; 1 51; KBo IX 73 Vs. 6 
[Q-aZ-Zl 五UBXXXVI 108 Vs. 12 
OH+ i-e-IZ-zi KBo VI 3 I61; II 20 
OH↓+ i-e-IZ-zi KBo VI 26 1 8 
i-e-IZ-z{i} KBo VI 26 1 29 
1-[Q-aZ-Zl KBo VI 4 IV 14 
l-[Q-Zl KBo VI 4 IV 29; IV 35; IV 37; KBo VI 13 1 18; KUB 
XXXIV 19 IV 3 
i-ja-z{i} KUB XXIX 24， 1 
{i-iJa-zi KBo VI 4 IV 39; KBo VI 10 1 25; II 20 
irhai-"finish'‘ 
OH IR申ba-IZ-{zi} KBo XXV 45，7 
irbiSι“finish repeatedly'‘ 
OH IR-ha-I-iS-KI-IZ-zi KBo XXV 84 1 5 
ispanzask-“libate repeatedly" 
OH iS-pa-an-za-aιKI-I{Z-zi] KBo XX 37 Vs. 3 
iSparnu-“cause to spread， destroy'弓
OH ls-par-nu-ごt KBo XX 10 1 12; 1 9 
istantai-"delay" 















I II ; II ; s.
K I s.




I ; ; ; I I 8;
I
I ,
I ; I I ; II
H R-fJ.a-IZ-{z ,
rfJ. k- " in y"
H -lJa-i- - I-I -zi V I 5
sp "Ii t y
H s - s- I-I -zi} X s.
ar " , st "




OH kar-Pf-fZ-ZI KBo VI 2 142; 1 46 
[kar-PJ f-fZ-zi KBo VI 2 I45 
kar-P f-i-fZ-zI KBo VI 2 139; I 40; I 48; 1I 49 
OH+ kar-P I-fZ[-zi] KBo VI 3 I63 
[kar-} P f-fZ[-zi] KBo VI 3 I69 
kar-P I-i-e-fZ-zi KBo VI 3 I66 
OH++ kar-Pf-I-fZ-zi KBo VI 915 
kar-Pf-I-e-IZ伊zi KBo VI 4 IV 27; IV 34 
kar-PI-IZ-zi KBo Vl4 IV 36 






















KBo VI2 1 8 
KBo VI 31 ]5 
KBo VI 13 13 
KBo VI 26130 
kukkurSk-"cut off' 







KBo VI 21I 27; IV 10; KUB XXIX 30 Il9; Il 10; 1 1 
KBo VI 3 IV 3 
KBo VI 311 48 
KBo VI 5 IV 7 
KBo VI 10 II 36 
? ??
?
H pJ-I -zi I II ; II
- ]f-I - i I 11
P -I i I II ; I ; I ; II
Pf I i I I
f I i I I
pf-i-e-I i I I
r-pf-i I - i I I
-pf i-e-IZ- i I ;












H - r- /- -zi I
anij i
H - s- - i I -z
u-.~a-ni-IZ-zi
- s-s -ni-i- I - i
- s-s -ni-j - i
- i






















KBo VI 41V 7 
KBo VI 2 IV 56: KUB XXIX 38 1 1 
KBo VI 2 IV 53; IV 59 
KBo VI 3 IV 52; IV 55; IV 59 
KBo VI 1 1 5;KBo VI 12 1 17; 1 23 
KUB XXIX 23， 2 
KBo XJX 4 IV 2 
KUB XXXIV 1919 
KBo XIII 13 Vs. 14 
OH- {n]a-ak-ku-us・si-e-:; KBo XII 13 Vs. 6 




KBo XXV 127 I 7; XXV 147 Rs. 7 
KBo II 22畏s.78; KBo VI 2 1 51; J 53; IV 39; KBo XVII 4 
1 9; KBo XVII 1 1 16; 1 19; KBo XVII 18 I 9; 1 13; KBo 
XVII 28，11; KBo XVII 43 18; 1 12; 113; I 17; IV 6; KBo 




rulJi i " it "
t lJa-a-I -zi
t lJa-a-I -zi











ku sij - "T
- i e-zi




I ; I I I
I ;
I ; ;









V 11 ; s.
111 R . ; I I ; I ; 9; VII
1 ; II II I ; I ; II I ; II 3;
II , II; II ; I ; 3; ; ;
X s. II; I 2; I ; II ;
-70-
? ????????
KBo XX 1217; KBo XXV 23 Vs. 3; XXV 36 11 4; XXV 
44， 1;XXV 44， 5;XXV 88， 5;XXV 88， 10; XXV 96， 4;
KBo XXV 112 1I 16; KUB XXXVI 106 Rs. 1; KUB 
XXXVII 223 obv. B 2; KUB XLIII 26 IV 1; IV 14; KUB 
XLIII 28 1 6 
KBo XXV 86 Rs. 4 
KBo XXV 85， 2;XXV 88， 21; KUB XXIX 32， 6 
KBo XVII 9 IV 10; KBo XVII 35 11 1; KBo XX 5 Vs. 2; 
KBo XXV 36 1 4; KBo XXV 93， 3;KUB XXIX 36 Vs. 3 
KBo XXV 86 Rs. 3; KUB XXIX 36 Vs. 6 
KUB XLIII 26 IV 12 
KBo XXV 123， 1 
KBo XXV 51 1 17; Bo 1291 1 6 (in StBoT 25， Nr. 47); Bo 
1291 1 12; Bo 375211 2 (in StBoT 25， Nr. 104) 
KBo XXV 142 Vs. 7 
KBoXXV 73 T.五01.5 
KBo VI 3 I29; I 31; IV 36; IV 37; KBo XIII 175 Vs. 5; 
KBo xvn 74 1 34; I 3; Il 9; I 26; I 28; I 33; IV 18; IV 
21; IV 31; ABo T 9 1 7 
KBoVI3I61 
KBo VI 311 48 
KBo VI 3 IV 19 
KBo XVII 74 IV 19 
KBo XVII 1917 
KBo 11 38畏s.17; KBo VI 5 IV 7; KBo VI 10 II 18; KBo 
VI 1415; KBo VI 2611 15; KBo XVII 75 1 1;I 34; KBo 
XIX 3 IV 5; KUB XXXVI 98b Rs. 6 




















































X I 7; s. ; III ;
, I; V , ; , ; , ; , ;
V II ; I s. I;
VII v. ; L II IV 1; ;
L II II
V s.
V , ; , ; I ,
II ; II III I; s. ;
II ; , ; I s.
V s. ; I s.
L II
V ,
V I ; II , r. 7);
II ; II i , T. )
V s.
V . Kol.
I I ; I ; ; ; II s. ;
XVII I ; I ; I ; I ; I ; I ; ;






III R . ; I ; I I ;
I I 5; I II ; II I ; I 4;








KBo VI 26 1 28 
KBo XXV 82 Rs. 12 
Bo 5478 1 2 (in StBoT 25， Nr. 46) 
KBo XVII 75 IV 7 
pappar何)sk-“sprashrepeatedly" 





KBo VI 2 1 56; 1 57; 1 59 
KBo VI 2 I34; 11 33; KBo VI 2 11 35・KUBXXJX 16 II 
7・1119・II12 
par-ku-nu-zi KBo VI 2 II 38 + KBo XIX 1 II 38 
OH+ par-ku・nu-uz-zi KBo VI 3 I55 
par-ku-nu-zi KBo VI 3 II 37; II 40; 11 43 
OH- par-ku-nu-ごi KUB XXIX 17.4 
OH++ pa，・-ku-nu-uz-zi KBo VI 5 IV 18; KBo VI 18.2 
par-ku-nu-zi KBo VI 4 IV 1; JV 2; KBo VI 26 1 23 
[p]ar-ku-nu-ごi KBo XIX 31 16 
pebute-“lead away" 
0討






















KBo VI 2 1 40; KBo XX 20 1 10; 1 7 
KBo VI 2 1 37








H - p-par-as- I-I -zi
rai "get polluted, get impure"
H - I -zi
l , ri y"
H Par- u- u-uz-zi
Par- - u-zi
P r - - z-zi
Par- - u-zi
P r- - -z
r-ku-nu-u::;-zi








I 2 , r. )
II
II I II; II I
I I ; I ; I
I I ; III ; I III ; I I
; III ; II
I II I I II
I I
I II ; II ; III
.
I ; I ,
I I; I ; I 26 I
X I




OH+ P I-e-hu-te-JZ-zi KBo VI 3 146 
{P /} -e-bu-te-IZ-zi KBo VI 3148 
OH++ PJ-e-hu-te-/Z-zI KBo VI 5 I5 





















KBo XVII 43 1 16 
KBo VI 2 133; I 35; IV 6; IV 7; IV 14 
KBo VI 3 154; IV 9; KUB XXXIV 1231 10 
KBo VI 3 135; 11 79; II 80 
KBo Vl3 143 
KBo Vl3 140 
KBo VI 5 IV 16 
KBo VI 5121 
KBo VI 5 123 
KBo VI 4 1 41; 1 43 
KUB XXXVI 106 Vs. 5 
KBo XXII 1 VS.28 
KBo VI 3 I58 
KBo VI 5 IV 22 




l-e b -t I - i I
PJj -t -zi I
J-e-bu-t I -zi I I
l b -t -I -zi I






{f j i j- i
J-es-si-j - -zi





I II ; I ; ; ;
I II ; ; I I






I I ; I
H pf -zi I s.
i i e .
H !-j - az-z
l -/ -zji





H l-i I-z{il L II HI
-73-




KBo VI 3 I1 
KBo VI 3 127 
KBo VI 3 123; 1 26 
pittenu-"run off' 
OH Pil-ti-nu-uz-zi KBo VI2 1 10 
OH+ p[t-te-nu-uz-zi KBo VI 3 16; 1 29 
p[t-te-nu[-u] z-z [i] KBo VI 3 15 
pi[t-t]e-[nu-z]i KBo VI 3 I25 
OH+十 Pit-te-nu-zi KBo VI 5 11I 
p[t-te [-nu-uz-z] i KBo VI 5 II 4 
punusk-"ask repeatedly" 
OH pz←nu-us・KI-IZ-zi










KBo VIII 42 V s.6 
KBo VI21 
KBo VI 3126 
KBo VI4 1 23 
KBo Vl26 1 21 
KBo VI 26 II 49; IV 26 
KBo XXIl 66 VI 13 








i - -I -zi
I I II
I II
I II ; II
i te ff'
H pit i-n z-zi I II
[t - z-zi I II ; II
t e-n I II
i ] -z]i I I
+ pi -zi I II II
it z- I II
s y
H u- - I-I -zi III ,
ii ti i a , r
H -a - -zi
- k-ta - -zi
k-t -I -zi














siiattariia-“secure a sealed deed" 
OH si-17二ta-Rl-IZ-zi KBo XIX 1 I19 
si-l工ta-Rl-IZ-z[i} KBo XIX 1 1I24 
OH+ si-i[a-aトtJa-Rl-ja-zi KBo VI 3 139 
s i-ia-at-ta-Rl-;-e-IZ-zi KBo VI 311 45 
OH++ si-ia-at-tal-Ll-ia-az-zi KBo VI 5 IV 3 
suniia・'"drop，sow" 
OH++ su-u-ni-IZ-zi KBo II 38 Vs. 29; KBo VI 26 1 34 
sunnisk-“fil repeatedly" 
OH- su-un-ni-eS-KI-IZ事zi Bo 3752 I 5 






KBo Vl2 1 2;1 3;1 10; 1 12; 141; 144; 159; 11 26; 11 32; 
II 37; II 52 + KBo XIX 1 II 52; lV 9; IV 17; IV 18; IV 
20; IV 43; IV 50; KBo XIX 1 II 42; KBo XXII 6 113 
KBo VI 2 1 21
KUB XXIX 16111 6; II 1 
KBo VI 2 11 57 
KBo VI 2 1 23; 11 30; II 52 
KUB XXIX 25. 5 
KUB XXIX 22 1 2 
KUB XXIX 28， 9 
KBo VI 2 IV 48 
KBo VI 311 52 
KBo VI 3 13; 1 5;1 7;19; 1 11; 1 20; 11136; II 39; 11 42; 11 









H IT- J -zi
IT- J
j[a t- j J - i
ja t J i -zi
ja j z-zi
ij - "dro ,
- i- -zi
i " ll
- i I Z- i

















II s. ; I 26 I
11
I I ; ; I ; I ; 1; 4; 159; III ; III 2;
II ; II I II ; I ; ; ;
; V ; V ; I II ; II
I I
X III ; II II
I III






I ; I ; I ; ; I II; I ; III ; II ; III ; III





























































KBo VI 3 1 8
KBo VI 3 IV 51 
KBo VI 3 11 56 
KBo VI 3 I 30; 1 32; 1 36; 1 38; II 29; II 34; II 62; IV 2; 
IV 12; IV 14; IV 23 ; IV 25 
KBo VI 3 IV 16 
KBo VI 3142 
KBo VI 3 1 34
KBo VI 3149 
KBo VI 3 152 
KBo VI 3 IV 41 
KBo VI 3 IV 58 
KUB XIII 13 I 7 
KUB XL 32司 3;KUB XXIX 17，3 
KBo XII 48， 4 
KBo XIX 9‘8 
KBo VI 5 1 22; KBo VI 6 138; KBo VI 10 I 19; KBo VI 10 
11131;瓦BoVI 1 1 10; I 14; KBo VI 12 1 16; KBo VI 13 1 
14; KBo VI 141 14; KUB XXIX 19，7; KUB XXIX 2212 
KBo VI 1 13 
KBo XIX 3 1 1
KBo VI 6146 
KBo VI 5 IV 13 
KBo VI4 1 34 
KBo VI 5 1 3;1 15; I 17 
KUB XXIX 22 1 6:KUB XXIX 26. 2 
KBo XIX 318 
KBo XIX 3 IV 1 
-76-
u-y I - i
u-y - -I -zi
-y -I] -zi
y -a-i- -zi
-y -a -I] - i
su-y -i - i
y -a-i- - -zi





















I I ; I ; I ; I ; II ; II ; II ; ;









, ; I ,
II ,
X ,
I I ; 1 8; I I ; I
III ; K III I ; ; I I ; I I






I I ; I ;




























KBo XIX 4 IV 6 
KBo VI 26 Il4 
KBo VI 20 1 8 
KBo VI 2 1 39; 142; 1 45; I 53; 11 40; II 45; 11 51; II 53; 
11 56; IV 16; KBo XIX 1 11 43 
KBo VI 2 1 37 
KBo XIX 2 + KUB XXIX 16 11 5 
五UBXXIX 28，3 
五UBXXIX 25， 12 
KBo VI 2 11 23;瓦UBXXIX 25， 6 
KBo VI 2 II 27 
KBo VI 2 IV 40 
KBo VI 2 IV 44 
KBo VI 2 IV 42 
KBo VI 2 IV 46 
KBo VI 2 II 54; IV 18; VI 19; IV 47; IV 51 
KUB XXIX 28‘12 
KUB XXIX 28. 5 
KBo VI 3 1 46; 11 35; 11 48; 11 57; II 58; 11 60; IV 11; IV 
13; IV 15; IV 18; IV 31; IV 38; IV 41; IV 42; IV 48; IV 50 
KBo VI 3 IV 45 
KBo VI 3 II 55 
KBo Vl3 153 
KBo VI 3 IV 29 
KBo VI 3 1 48; 1 50; 11 46; II 50 





H -i - i
- i - i
- -i - ]i
-i - i
- i - i
- -i- -zi


















I I ; ; I ; I ; III ; II ; III ; II 3;
III ; V ; I 1
I I
X I III
K B X ,
K X ,






I II ; ; I ] ; ; ]
X , ]
X .
I I ; III ; III ; III ; II ; III ; II;





I I ; I ; III ; II
I V
-77-
ta-la-QZ-.ごt KBo VI 3 II 26 
da-Iィー lZ-zi KBo VI 3 11 30 
da-a-i-e-lZ-z{i] KUB XIII 13 1 4 
da唱。-i-e-lZ{-zi} KBo VI 16‘4 
ta-a-i-e-lZ-zI KUB XIII 15‘3 
da-a-i-Ia-zi KBo IX 70‘5 


























































































OH- [.ρta]-αn-由-na-atι-te-IZ-ごゴ KBoXIII I3 Vs. 1 l 
78-
j -az-zi I II
-i-e- - i I III
-a-i- -l - [i} II II
-a - [ I ,
-i -zi III ,




[ - ja -zi
-a-i-j -zi




] - -i- - -z
-zi
-zi






ta tte- "oecome empty"
KBo VI 10 II 6; II 16; KBo VI 12 I 2; I 8; KBo VI 14 I 10
KBo VI 141 15; KUB XXIX 19,3
KBo VI II I 19
KBoVI4IV41;KBoVI6133;139;KBoVIII118
KBo VI 8, 2; KBo VI II I 13
KBo XIX 3 IV 6; IV 9
KBo XIX 3 I 19
KUB XXIX 21. 6
KUB XXIX 23, II
KUB XXIX 23, 14
KUB XXIX 22 I 15
KBo VI 10 II 28
KBo VI 10 I 21; II 10; II II; II 13; II 14; II 17; II 20; II 21;
II 25
KBo VI 10 II 31; KBo VI 19115
KBo VI 10 II 8
KBo VI 19 II 7
KBo VI 12 I II
t J a -n t te -zi II 1 s. 1
-7
[ta-an-na-at}-te-IZ-zi KBo XIII ] 3 Rs. 2 
OH++ ta-na・an-te-IZ-z[i} KBo XIII 34 11 ] 8 


















KBo XXII 2 Rs. 
KBo 11 38 Rs. 20 
KBo XXII 1 Vs. 12 
KBo VI 2 IV 47; KBo XVII 4 113; KBo XIX 1 118; KBo 
XIX 1 I23; KUB XXXI 14311 ]8; 1 28; KUB XXXVI 
100 Rs. 10; Rs. 12; KUB XLIII 25，5; 6 
KBo XVII 1 11 17; KUB XXXI ]43a 1119 
KUB XLIII 25， 7 
KUB XXXI 143 11 10 
KBo XXV 1 ]9， 3;KUB XLIII 25， 9 
KUB XXXVI 100 Vs. 21 
KBo XXV 56 IV 20 
KBo VI 2 IV 3 
KBo VI 311 37; 1 43; 11 7]; 11 75; IV 46 
KUB XIII 13 Rs. 4 
KBo VI 4 IV 32; KBo VI 5 IV 2; te-IZ-zi; KBo VI 10 II 
29; KBo VI 15， 15; KBo VI 26 1 25; 1 2; IV 10; KBo XII 
49111 11; KBo VI 13 19; KBo VI 13 1 1
KBo VI 26 151; IV 13 
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- a-at]-t - -zi
a n - -t ]
riik(
H - I -zi
[I-I -z]i
a t l "
H - s- I-I -zi
"
H - i















I V ; II II ; I II ;
X I I ; I II ; II ; I
s. ; s. ] ; L II , ;
V I] III ] ; I
L II ,
I III




I II ; II ; III ]; III ; 46
III s.
I V ; I ; -zi; I ] II
; I , ; I 26 I ; II ; ; II
III ll; I ; I I II
I 26 ; V
fゼα-"step" 




































































































































KBo XVII 29 I 5; KBo XVII 36 II 9; KUB XXIX 30 II 7; II
8
KBo XXV 31 II 7
KUB XXIX 30 II 19
KUB XXIX 30 II 16
KBo XX 12 I 8; KUB XLIII 26 IV 12; KUB XLIII 30 II 16
KBo XVII 11 I 20
KBo XX 12 I 3
KBo XXV 12 I 5; I 14; KBo XXV 127 II 8; Bo 1291 III 8
KBo VI 2 II 61; KUB XXXVI 100 Vs. 24
Bo 1291 III 8
KBo XXV 51 I 10
KBo XXV 68 Rs. 15
KBo XVII 74 IV 19
KBo XVII 74 II 13
ABoT9I8
ABoT 9 I 3
KBo XXV 52 II 9
KBo XVII3L 9
KUB XIII 15 Rs. 5
KBo XVII 75 12; I 4; 1 8; I 26; I 28; I 32
KBo XIV 66 II 4
KBo XVII 75 I 5
KBo VI 26 III 25; IV 19
KBo VI 26 IV 24
KBo VI26 I 35

























































KBo VI 1011132; I 33; KBo VI 26 1 6;1 10 
KUB XXIX 25， 9 
KBo VI 141 12 
KBo VI 2 11 60; IV 1; IV 12; KUB XXIX 30 1 20 
KBo VI 3 11 73 
KBo VI 3 IV 7 
KBo VI 26 1 1
KBo VI 3 II 65 
KBo VI 3 II 70 
KBo VI 3 1 31
KBo VI 3 129 
KBo VI 4 1 27; 1 30 
KUB XXIX 30 I 5 
KBo VI 10 II 30 
KBo VJlI 42 Vs. 2 
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j -zi















ij i , trace"
H I-j -I -zi
I-j -I -zi
" t l "
I III 2; I ; I 26 I ; I
X ,
I I
I III ; I; ; I II
I III
I









lJ - " o












uahnu-"cause to tum" 






















タaHi，主[a-"put on， c1othe" 
OH++ ua-aιsI-e-lZ-zi 
KBo XVII 1 1 40; KBo XVII 9 IV 10; KBo XVII 1 IV 2; 
IV 6; KBo XVlI 15 Vs.ウ 18;Vs.? 19; KBo XVII 30 I 5; 
KBo XVII 43 IV 5; KBo XX 5良s.4; KBo XX 21 Rs.2; 
KBo XX 33畏s.8; KBo XX 50，2; KBo XXV 121 13; KBo 
XXV 84 14; XXV 87. 3; KUB XXXVI 106 Vs. 3 
KBo XVII 1 11 13 
KBo XVIl 1 1 14 
KBoXX3畏s.1 
Bo 6594 1 92 (in StBo T 25‘Nr. 41); KBo XXV 51 1 16 
KBo XVII 74 1 27; 129; 1 34; IV 28; IV 32; KBo XX 33 Rs. 
8 
KBo VI 131 15; KBo VI 2611 4 
KBo VI 2 1 43;146; 148; 153; KBo IX 73 Vs. 14 
KBo VI 3 1 51;1 54; 1 56; 1 60 
KBo VI 26 IV 10; IV 17 
KBo XVII 1 I32 
KBo XVII 3 I3 
KBo XX 18 Rs. 3 
KBo VI 12125 









t e , uct"
H lJa-te-I -zi
- Ja-t -I -zi
- Ja-t -I -zi
lJ b u
II I ; II ; II 1 ;
V ; V I s.? ; s. ; II I ;
lI ; R . ; s. ;
X R . ; , ; 1 ;




I i . . ); I
II I ; 9; I ; ; ; s.
I I ; I II
I I ; ; 8; 3; s.
I I ; I ; I ; I
I ;
H Ja-a[b ] z-zi
l -] b-n -
II I
II I
lJarSlja- "sweep up, clean"
OH lJa-as-se-IZ[-zi}
OH++ lJa-ar-se-e-IZ-zi
lJa ic~i - t . l t








































KBo VI 26 IV 19 
KBo VI 26 IV 22 
KBo VI 2 IV 12 
KBo VI 2 11 59; KUB XXXVI 104 Vs. 10 
KBoXIX2+瓦UBXXIX 16 11 
KBo VI 2 11 38; II 58; IV 11; IV 49; KBo IX 73 Vs. 13; 
KBo XIX 1 11 49 
KBo VI 2 11 35 
KBo VI 2 I36 
Bo 5333 1 2 (in StBoτ9) 
KBo XIII 31 I 2 
KBo VI 3 11 37 
KBo VI 3 157; II 40; 11 43 
KBo VI 3 11 53 
KBo VI 3 1 64; II 63; 11 64; 11 65 
KBo VI 31V 4 
KBo VI 3 IV 6 
KBo VI 3 IV 27 
KBo VI 3 IV 28 
KBo VI 5 IV 21 
KBo VI 4 IV 5; IV 7; IV 8; IV 10; KBo VI 8，9; KBo VI 26 
IV 8 
KBo XIX 31 16 
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lJat "jum , le
lJ - t- -zi
lJa-at- - }








I III ; I s.
X K I III






- i- I -zi
i-j - z-zi
] i-j -a i
u- i-j -zi
i-ja {i]
U] i-i - i








I 2 i B T 9)
III I
I III
I II ; II ; III
I III






I V ; V ; ; ; I , ; I
V
X I
OH 詰-e-te-IZ-zi KUB XXIX 29 Vs. 6 
[u-e}-te-IZ-zi KBo VI 2 IV 53 
OH+ 詰-e-te-IZ-zi KBo VI 3 IV 52; IV 62 
OH- [ u]-e-te-IZ-zi KBo XIV 65 IV 5 
OH++ [u-e}-le-IZ-zI KUB XXIX 20， 4 
zanu-“cook" 
0百 ごa-nu-uご-Zl KBo XXV 106‘7 
KBo XVII 29 1 3 za-nu-u[z-zi} 
zask-“lay'‘ 
OH+ za-as-KI-I[Z-zi} KUB XXXII 117 Vs. 10 
zikk-"put repeatedly" 












KBo XX 1015 
Bo129111120 




KBo VI2 I 30 
KBo VI 3 152 
KBo VI 5 IV 12 
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H u -zi s.
{ J-t -zi I
u -zi I ; 62
- -t -zi

















H i-i-nu- I-I -zi
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